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New toxic waste
bill in cross-fire

Time To Pay The Bursar
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Waiting to sign loan checks, pay tuition and other related items, 1 Building. The bursar Is open from 8 a.m until noon and from 1
students wait In line at the Bursar Office In the the Administration p.m. until 5 p.m.

Hypnosis offered for smokers
former smoker himself, is proof
"I didn't feel good health- benefits from the technique.
Jeanne Wright, health educa- of that success rate.
wise," he said. "I tried cold turSmoke-free for 18 years after
key. I tried the nicotine patch. I tion director of the Student Welltried to smoke less and less and ness Center, said although it is 10 years of smoking, Kaplan said
The American Lung Associa- less."
good to have alternative methods he changed his attitude and quit
tion of Northwestern Ohio will be
After dozens of attempts to for people, she favors a program cold turkey.
conducting a hypnosis clinic to quit, he said he saw an adver- of behavior modification, rather
"I tried to quit dozens of times,
help smokers and overeaten put tisement for the Lung Associa- than a one-time session.
but always envisioned myself as
tion program, and decided to give
a stop to their habits.
"Many times, people look for a a smoker; that I could have a
Nationally-known clinical hyp- it a try because the cost was low. quick fix," she said.
cigarette if I wanted," he said. "It
Betts, who had smoked for
She assists 20 to 30 students wasn't until I saw myself as a
notist John Greer will be supervising group- hypnosis seminars about 20 years, said he was not per year with smoking cessation non-smoker that I was able to fulto help smokers reprogram their sure what to expect from the ses- at the Wellness Center, located ly say, 'I quit.'
subconscious minds so they can sion.
on the second floor of the Student
"I'm not telling people it's not
"I guess I thought they were Health Clinic, she said.
stop smoking or control their
Wright said during the free going to be uncomfortable, but
mentally going to make me not
weight.
sessions, students are asked to most people don't let go of the vi"Your intelligent mind already like smoking," he said.
Betts said the difference be- explore their smoking habits, sion of themselves as smokers."
knows you should not eat too
Kaplan also said it is important
much and that smoking is bad for tween this time and other times their attempts to quit and what
your health," said Greer. "But when he had quit smoking is that worked in the past. They are also to make sure the hypnotist conpeople still keep overeating and he went through physical with- asked to make a list of smoking ducting a session is licensed.
Zoeller said a lot of people call
puffing on cigarettes. The key is drawal symptoms. Also, he said habits to assess whether smoking
the Lung Association to inquire
to get the emotional part of your after the hypnosis treatment, he is due to stress.
She said the most successful about the credibility of their promind to agree with what your in- did not have the intense craving
telligent mind already knows." for cigarettes he experienced technique to quit is "cold turkey" grams.
"We have researched Mr.
First Presbyterian Church, 126 S. after previous attempts.
which has a success rate of 85
Betts said he thinks people who percent.
Greer. We back Mr. Greer. We
Church Street, will be the site of
the Jan. 27 session. The Smoking do not see hypnotism as practical
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of offer a money-back guarantee,
Cessation clinic will take place would probably not gain any the Student Health Center, and too," she said.
from 6:30 to 8 p.m. and the
Weight Control clinic will take
place from 8:30 to 10 p.m. Karen
Zoeller, a spokesperson for the
American Lung Association, said
by Sharl L. Vilibi
the cost of the 90-minute session
new hobby or physical activity instead. Energize
city reporter
is $40, and participants receive
yourself with a refreshing shower or try stepan audiotape and literature. Zoelping outside for a few minutes.
ler said 26 percent of the AmeriO If cigarettes help you under stress, try goAlthough many former smokers have quit the
can population smokes.
habit through the help of hypnosis, some experts ing to bed and waking up a half hour earlier to
"That's about SO million smokstill think the beat way to quit smoking is to avoid hurrying in the morning.
ers," she said.
simply modify one's behavior.
□ Keep a survival kit handy to help you cope
The Lung Association of
Jeanne Wright, health education director of with stressful times. This could include gum or
Northwest Ohio has had hypnosis
the Student Wellness Center offers the follow- candy, a favorite photo for Imagery, a toothprograms for about a year now,
brush, a swizzle stick, etc Keep the survival kit
ing tips to smokers who want to quit:
Zoeller said. Statistics from
a On a blank business card, write down your near places you used to smoke.
other programs the organization
O If cigarettes help to curb your appetite,
main reasons for wanting to quit smoking. On
has given indicate that after six
the back, list seven things you can do in place of have low calorie snacks readily available, drink
months, 60 percent of the particsmoking, i.e., a) brush teeth, b) suck an candy, c) more water and keep your hands busy.
ipants are still smoke-free.
O Remind yourself that you are in control. The
chew on a straw, d) do deep breathing exercises,
"After a year, about 30 percent
e) drink water, f) take a walk. Remember, It Is magic is inside of you. The cigarette can no
are still smoke-free," she said.
longer control you - you control it
important Jo list coping strategies which will
Bowling Green resident Den0 If cigarettes help you in social situations,
work for you.
nis Betts, 35, participated in the
0 If cigarettes give you an energy boost, try a enlist a non-smoking friend to help you refrain
hypnosis session four months
brisk walk, a glass of juice, a mild exercise, a from smoking.
ago, and is smoke-free today.
by Sharl L. Veleba
city reporter

Quit smoking by changing your behavior

Greenbriar Inc.
Check Out Our Fall Listings!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Columbia Court Apartments
East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses

224 E. Wooster

352-0717

Local environmental activists
and experts say they believe a
three-year moratorium on new
toxic waste incinerators proposed by the Ohio General Assembly would be a step in the
right direction, but it is not
enough.
The proposal, also known as
House Bill 604, was passed
through the state senate and
house and now awaits the signature of Gov. George Voinovich,
who sources say will probably
sign it into law due to public
pressure. The proposal would allow existing toxic waste incinerators to still operate, but would
prevent any other facilities from
burning toxic waste for three
years.
Dave Brodin, a member of the
University's chapter of the Student Enviornmental Action Coalition said the bill is far short of
what is needed.
"It doesn't include all incinerators. It does not include cement kilns," said Brodin. A cement kiln is a big furnace that
burns toxic waste in the production of cement products.
Cement kilns are not regulated
because they are not considered
toxic waste incinerators, even
though some cement companies
get their primary income from
burning hazardous waste and not
from producing cement products, Brodin said.
Southwestern Portland Cement
Co. opperates a kiln in Fairborn,
Ohio that burns more toxic waste
than 26 other states combined,
according to Brodin.
The legislation will not effect
Waste Technologies Industries.
WTI begins test burning in its
first incinerator on Friday. It
must achieve 99.9 percent destruction effiency before it can
become operational, according to
Shelby Jackson of the Environmental Protection Agency.
Once operational, the incinerator will be able to handle
30,000 tons of waste per year.
WTI will also be permitted to
build a second Incinerator because the original permit issued
in 1984 allows for two. The total
capacity of both incinerators will

"My biggest problem is
that Ohio has well over
the capacity to burn
[hazardous waste].
Therefore, we import
waste from all over,"
Brodin said.
Dave Brodin, Studen
Environmental Coalition
be 60,000 tons per year.
"My biggest problem is that
Ohio has well over Its capacity to
burn [hazardous waste]. Therefore, we import waste from all
over," Brodin said.
By 199S, Ohio's incineration
capacity will be four times the
amount of toxic waste produced
in Ohio, according to a statement
from the office of state Sen. Betty Montgomery. Only Texas has
more capacity.
SEAC member Jeff Brown said
House Bill 604 Is a temporary
and not a permanent solution.
"Delaying it wont solve the
problem," Brown said.
Also, some said they believe
there are other environmentally
hazardous types of incineration
which are not being addressed.
"Another [problem] that needs
to be addressed is regular municipal waste incineration," Brodin
said.
Carlton Rockett, a University
biology professor, said incineration of waste is considered a
viable form of disposal because
of volume reduction.
"In our haste to reduce solid
waste, we went in the wrong
direction. We are dealing with
things that we have not adequately researched," Rockett
said.
The burning of regular waste
produces toxins, Rockett added.
"We need to cut down on waste
and we dont need to burn it until
we find out [about potential dangers]," he said. "Incineration
destroys 99.9 percent of toxic
waste, but it's that .01 percent
that we need to worry about."

Umbel
Continued from page one.
Wifredo Pacio and Wood County
Coroner Douglas Hess indicated
Leimgruber had been strangled

and beaten.
The defense did not present
witnesses, and Umbel declined to
testify.

WELCOME BACK!

CAMPUS
SHUTTLE
free to residents of

Pictuicr

Located in the
University UNION

WUMHROP
TERRACE

along with
• 3 great locations
• Free heat & water
• 24 hr. maintenance
* Laundromats
• 1 & 2 bedroom apts.
• 1 & 2 full baths
Puking Applications for
Summer and Fall

352-9135

NEED MORE SPACE IN YOUR ROOM?
Rent a University approved loft from

SPACE SAVERS
and maximize your living space.
Also renting refrigeraters and sofas,
for details call: 352-5475
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Toledo man jailed for murder FBI:Barbie doll
by Mitch Welii
The Associated Press

TOLEDO - A man on Wednesday was sentenced to 18 years to
life In prison in the shooting
death of a businessman.
Jeffrey McDermott, 28, of
Toledo, pleaded guilty to a reduced charge of murder with a
firearms specification about
three hours before closing arguments were to begin in his trial.
The plea led to the release
from Jail of McDermott's former
lawyer, John Lawrence, who had
been Jailed since Monday for refusing to testify against McDermott.
Prosecutors said McDermott
confessed to Lawrence that he
killed McKown. Lawrence has
declined comment on that statement.
Judge Judith Lanzinger had
warned Lawrence last week that
she would cite him for contempt
if he refused to talk about a conversation he allegedly had with

"The reason we agreed to the plea bargain was
because he (McDermott) said he would write a
letter explaining exactly what happened. I'll be
waiting for the letter/'
Tim McKown

McDermott the day McKown was
slain.
Aggravated murder and robbery charges against McDermott
were dropped in exchange for
the plea. If convicted on the original charges, McDermott could
have been sentenced to death.
The trial began Jan. 4.
The judge ordered McDermott
to write a letter to the family of
F.lwood McKown, who was killed
June 29,1985. She said the letter

"We needed John Lawrence's
testimony to corroborate our
evidence. Without having that,
we couldn't move forward," Pizza said.

McDermott has been in the
Lucas County Jail since his arrest
in May 1990. He will receive
credit toward his sentence for
the three years he served in the
Jail.

The case was delayed for two
years because Lawrence refused
has to explain why McDermott to testify against McDermott.
killed the fence company owner. Lawrence said his testimony
McKown's son, Tim McKown, would violate lawyer-client consaid his family agreed to the deal. fidentiality.
"The reason we agreed to the
plea bargain was because he
(McDermott) said he would write
a letter explaining exactly what
happened. I'll be waiting for the
letter," Tim McKown said.

Pizza said lawyer-client privilege didn't apply because
McDermott told another person
about the conversation.
Mrs. Lanzinger last year ruled
that Lawrence would have to testify. Lawrence appealed, and the
Lucas County Prosecutor An- 6th Ohio District Court of Apthony Pizza said he reluctantly peals upheld Mrs. Lanzinger's
accepted the plea agreement.
decision.

Sick workers sue GM Corp.
by The Associated Preii

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio - Lawsuits seeking more than $1 million in damages were filed
Wednesday against General
Motors Corp. over alleged health
risks at its Lordstown plants.
The suits were filed in U.S.
District Court on behalf of a
worker who has lung cancer,
survivors of another worker who
died of lung cancer and a third
who died of kidney cancer.
The plaintiffs want unspecified
damages for emotional suffering
plus more than $1 million in
damages for lost earnings and

medical expenses. Judges Sam
H. Bell, Frank J. Battisti and Ann
Aldrich were assigned the cases.
Mark S. Colucci, the Youngstown attorney handling the cases,
said the suits focus on exposure
of workers to vapors from paint,
metal welding and fuels.
"We believe there definitely is
a high degree of risk for some of
the occupations there and the
company knew about it and didn't
do anything about it," he said.
Bob Jones, a plant spokesman,
said GM wont comment on
pending litigation. On the general
issue of plant safety, he said: "We
believe, of course, that the plant
is a safe environment for all
workers."

The United Auto Workers and
GM commissioned a study last
year that found an elevated rate
of stomach cancer among
workers at the parts-making
stamping plant and an elevated
lung cancer rate at the adjacent
assembly plant.
The number of workers who
died of stomach cancer was at
least four times greater than
might be expected in a study
group of that size. Among men
with more than five years of experience at the assembly plant,
18 died of lung cancer, about 2.6
times the rate that might be expected among a group of that
size.
GM said at the time the study

was released the report showed
no health problems at the plant.
The suits were filed on behalf
of survivors of James A Milsom
of Washingtonville, who died in
1991 at age 51 after working at
the plant 24 years, and James C.
Palmer of Lordstown, who was 50
when he died in 1991 after 22
years at the plant, and Michael C.
Tithof of Youngstown. The
43-year-old welder lost a lung to
cancer last year but remains a
GM employee.
Both lung cancer victims had
smoked, but Colucci said he
would present evidence to prove
smoking wasn't a factor in their
illness.

slashings not
just child's play
by Mitch Weiss
The Associated Press

SANDUSKY, Ohio - The mystery over who is slashing Barbie
dolls In department stores is so baffling that the FBI has been
called in to paint a psychological picture of the culprit.
Twenty-four Barbies have been cut in the crotch and breasts
at three stores in the last six months, Timothy McClung, a Perkins Township police detective, said Wednesday.
He said he asked for help because local police may be dealing
with a sexual deviant.
,
"We didn't want to leave any stones unturned. We could be
dealing with a very sick person. I would hate to think six months
or a year down the line that something serious happened because we didn't take that extra step," McClung said.
McClung said he is reviewing old cases - some as far back as
1972 - to see if he can come up with any leads. So far, there are
none.
Bob Hawk of the FBI's Cleveland office said the psychological
profile could shed some light on what type of person would want
to do such a thing. He said FBI experts in Quantico, Va., are
working on it and expect to have it ready in two weeks.
"A lot of these agents have advanced degrees in psychology,
sociology and have many years of experience ... in unusual behavioral patterns," Hawk said. "I've got some 20 years experience, and this is the first time I've come across something like
this"
The slashings have become a popular subject of talk in this
Lake Erie city in northern Ohio, about 50 miles west of Cleveland.
"A personality profile? You're kidding? I think it was just a
prank," said housewife Sue Riley, 45, who was shopping at the
Sandusky Mall. "I don't think police should be wasting so much
time on this."
Her friend, real estate agent Barbara Lawrence, 44, said she
couldn't understand why anyone would "want to hurt Barbie.
"I have three girls, and they all played with Barbies when they
were growing up. I think it's pretty disgusting that someone
would do this," she said.
The slashings first came to light last week when a worker at a
Hill's Department Store reported seven Barbie dolls were taken
out of their boxes and slashed with a razor.
Police then received a report that two Barbie dolls were tampered with at a K mart store in the mall.
McClung said Best Products Co. Inc. reported this week that
15 Barbie dolls had been slashed at its store since May.
He said the slashings involve different Barbie models, which
sell for about $10. Some stores have increased security where
the doll is displayed.

Welcome Back Students!
from the

o

UNIVERSITY UNION
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

A GREAT PLACE TO BE
Bowl 'n' Greenery
372-2235

Pheasant Room 372-2586
v

Three homemade soups daily, hot
buffet, salad bar buffet and baked potatoes
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4 p.m.

Prout & Prout Annex
Hot line menu, salad bar and
cold sandwich line.
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day.

An ala Carte luncheon and dinner in
a traditional dining atmosphere.
Quantum 90 card accepted for
evening meals and Sunday Buffet

i.

Buckeye Room
372-8071
Bowling & Pocket Billiards
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-ll p.m.
Sat..-Sun. 3:00 p.m.-lO p.m.

Ice Cream Shoppe

Falcon's Nest
Featuring short order,
Grill line & cafeteria
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-If p.m.
Sat.-Sun. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Featuring 16 flavors, homemade
novelties, and ice cream pies for
special occasions.

The Pizza Outlet
372-8845
Fresh pizza & subs made to order within 10
minutes. Quantum 90 card accepted after 6
p.m. Mon.-Fri 4 p.m.-ll p.m.

kirormation Desk
Check cashing, newspapers, hotel reservations.
Mon.-Fri, 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. Noon-6 p.m.

The utae Shop
872-2882
Gift ideas, office supplies, cards,
souvenirs, and Greek keepsakes.

Meeting Rooms
372-2241
Services available free of charge for
University faculty, staff and student
groups and organizations

Bakery
Baked goods fresh daily, dried fruits,
nuts and candy. Quantum 90
card accepted after 6 p.m.

a

Building Hours
Mon.-Fri 7 a.m.-ll p.m..
Saturday 9 a.m.-ll p.m.
Sunday 9a.m..-10 p.m.

Catering 872-2588
Services available 7 days a week
for groups from two to 2,000.
Call for more information.

Union Hotel
872-2741
26 Rooms available 7 days a week
throughout the regular year.

CO
lake a Spring Break reality
check. Trash the trappings
of winter and school, and
don the warmth of a tropical
island. Next, slip into
the rippin' blue waters
of South Padre. Soak
up the sun on our 34
miles of white sand
beaches. Our
playground has beach
volleyball, sand castle
building contests and
lots of really cool
entertainment.
Detour from the beach and
experience the ultimate in
partying with our sensational
night life. And we Party Smart on
South Padre so you won't fall off
the deep end. If you're in the mood
for a real fiesta, just drive 20
minutes for a diversion in Mexico.
Centralized island accommodations
fit any budget. Call the Visitors
Bureau for a color brochure on
hotels, motels, and condos.

And save some real chump change
(up to 50 percent!) on select
airlines. Southwest, American and
Continental serve The Valley
International Airport in Harlingen.
Get the bare facts on discounts for you and
your friends by tailing South Padre Island
FREE!

1-800-343-2368

US}*
"thThdte
ISLAND IlltS
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Postal controversy continues Man's sentence
Senate Democrats consider Bush's newest tactic improper

undecided in
homicide case

by The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A former
Ohio congressman Is at the
center of one of the final controversies of the Bush administration.
A group of Senate Democrats
is challenging President Bush's
appointment of an old friend,
Thomas Ludlow Ashley, to the
board of governors of the Postal
Service.
Ashley, a classmate of Bush's
at Yale, represented the Toledo
area in Congress for 26 years. He

was defeated for re-election in
1980. Since then, he has been
working in Washington as a lobbyist.
On Friday, Bush gave Ashley a
recess appointment that angered
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-Maine, and other
Democratic senators, including
John Glenn of Ohio.
A letter signed by Mitchell,
Glenn, Sens. David Pryor,
D-Ark., Wendell Ford, D-Ky. and
Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va., complained that recess appointments
were intended to fill vacancies in

an emergency.
week barring Bush from firing
The Senate recess through Jan. them.
20 is not long enough to justify a
recess appointment, the senators
But one of the six is Crocker
said.
Nevin, whose term expired last
month.
Ashley's appointment was the
Bush replaced him with Ashley
latest strategy in Bush's battle on Friday, one day after the Senfor control over the power to set ate recessed.
postage rates.
Ashley's appointment could
Six members of the 11 -member turn the Postal Service's governboard are in a legal battle with ing board from 6-5 against Bush
Bush over a proposed 27-cent to 6-5 in favor of his demand to
stamp for mass, machine- drop a suit in the U.S. Circuit
prepared mail.
Court of Appeals here challengThey won a court order last ing the 27-cent stamp.

by The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - A jury begins deliberating Thursday
whether to recommend execution or life in prison for a
man convicted of the crossbow killing of a girlfriend.
The jury convicted Timothy Dunlap, 24, of Floyd
County in Indiana, last week
of the October 1991 murder of
Belinda Bolanos, 32, of Hamilton.
It will begin deliberating
the sentence after lawyers
give closing arguments
Thursday morning in Hamilton County Common Pleas
Court.
Dunlap could be sentenced
to death by electrocution, life
in prison with parole eligibility after 30 years or life with
parole eligibility after 20
years.
The jury will recommend a
sentence to Judge Ralph
Winkler, who has the final
sentencing authority.
Dunlap already faces a
death sentence in Idaho. He
pleaded guilty to killing
Tanya Crane, a bank teller,
during a robbery in Soda
Springs, Idaho.
Police said Dunlap went to
Idaho in Bolanos' car, which
he stole after he shot her in a
Cincinnati park.
Hamilton County prosecutors said Dunlap is a remorseless killer and deserves
to die for the Bolanos murder.
But his mother pleaded for
his life. "Believe it or not.

Mother admits to son's murder
Police may have found two-year old's bone fragments
by James Hannah
The Associated Press

Morgan said Tanisha Lynn Nobles, 20, of Dayton, drowned her
son in a bathtub Dec. 26 because
DAYTON -- Police on Wednes- "the baby got on her nerves." He
day discovered what may be the did not elaborate.
bone fragments of a 2-year-old
He said the woman put the
boy whose mother admitted kill- body in a bag and hid it in a closet
ing the child then lying about his for two or three days before
disappearance at a shopping dumping it.
Detectives searched in suburmall.
Authorities found the pieces at ban Huber Heights after Ms. Noan incinerator in Vandal ia and bles said she dumped the body in
sent them to a crime lab to de- a trash container there. She later
termine whether they're human, said the body may be in Dayton,
said Dayton police Maj. Jerold police said.
Morgan.
"It's possible we might never

recover the body," Morgan said.
Ms. Nobles was charged with
murder and abuse of a corpse. A
$200,000 bond was set Wednesday during her arraignment in
Dayton Municipal Court, where
she showed no emotion.
But family members who attended the hearing appeared
shaken.
"I still don't believe it. I think
there's more to it," said Charles
Valentine, the woman's uncle,
who described her as a quiet
woman dedicated to her child.

"Wherever Erick was, Tanisha
was."
Ms. Nobles reported the boy
missing last Thursday, telling
security guards at the Salem
Mall in suburban Trot wood that
her son crawled out of a stall in
the women's restroom and disappeared
Authorities using tracking
dogs and a helicopter searched
the mall and the surrounding
area, while family members and
others passed out fliers with the
boy's picture. The FBI also
joined the investigation.

Demjanjuk appeal resumes
Two former Justice Department officials scheduled to testify
by Michelle Williams
The Associated Press

NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Two
former Justice Department officials are the next scheduled witnesses as hearing resumes
Thursday into whether an Ohio
man was improperly extradited
to Israel as "Ivan the Terrible."
The hearing before U.S. District Judge Thomas Wiseman is
to determine whether the Justice
Department withheld evidence in
the case of John Demjanjuk of
suburban Cleveland.
Demjanjuk, 72, was extradited
in 1986 after several Trebllnka
concentration camp survivors
identified him as "Ivan the Terrible," a Nazi guard. During
World War II, 850,000 Jews died
at the Polish camp.
In 1988, after a 14-month trial
in Israel, Demjanjuk was convicted and sentenced to death by
hanging. He is in solitary confinement at a Jerusalem prison.
Scheduled to testify Thursday
and Friday are Norman A. Moscowitz and John Horrigan, who

Whitley told a Middle East Watch conference
while most of the deported men "openly
acknowledge their sympathies" with militant
groups, "they appear to have been deported
simply because they were the easier ones to
deport."
were federal prosecutors involved in Demjanjuk's 1981 denaturalization trial.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Cincinnati reopened
the extradition case last June
after Demjanjuk's defense accused the Justice Department of
hiding evidence that could have
cleared him.
Wiseman was appointed special master to hear the case and
will report to the 6th Circuit
Court after hearing the evidence.
Demjanjuk is appealing his
death sentence to the Israeli Supreme Court because he claims
he was never at Treblinka. He

said he was instead a prisoner of
war at another German camp
while serving in the Soviet Red
Army, and it is a case of mistaken identity.
Demjanjuk is the second person to be sentenced to death
under Israel's 1950 Nazi war
crimes law. Adolf Eichmann was
convicted as the mastermind of
the Holocaust and hanged in
1962.
Charles R. Allen Jr. of New
York, a researcher and author on
Nazi war criminals, said it would
be speculation to guess what will
happen if W'seman determines

that the government withheld information
"But I dont think there would
b; jiything that would have a
really substantive impact on the
overall case," he said by telephone. "I just don't see that happening."
Last year, documents obtained
from the former Soviet Union
provided evidence that the notorious Ivan had the last name of
Marchenko, had brown eyes,
dark hair and a neck scar.
Demjanjuk is blue-eyed, had
blonde hair and has no such scar.
However, prosecutors say Soviet files show that Demjanjuk
gave his mother's maiden name
as Marchenko In his 1948 U.S.
visa application. The defense has
said Demjanjuk forgot his mother's real maiden name and randomly chose Marchenko, a common Ukrainian name.
Demjanjuk's first name is
Ivan, but he changed it to John
when he immigrated to the
United States in 1952.

Patricia Dunlap,
witness
Tim's a good boy. He was
never in trouble with the
law," Patricia Dunlap of
Sellersburg, Ind., testified
Tuesday. "Tim has expressed
remorse and regret .... He
doesn't need to be executed.
He needs help."
Mrs. Dunlap said her son
has had mental problems and
once tried to commit suicide.
She said he was an unsuccessful candidate for a commissioner's seat in Floyd
County and attended Indiana
University.
Dunlap read a prepared
statement in his testimony
Tuesday.
"Unfortunately, I'll be remembered in history as a bad
man. I cannot change the
past," he said. "The steel and
concrete of being locked
away has drained my emotions. I simply was on the
razor's edge of insanity."

SERVICE
BARBER SHOP
WELCOME BACK
- Call or Walk in -

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
426 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
352-4576
!
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OH - BABY IT'S COLD OUTSIDE!

Campus Films Salutes
director George Cukar

LET US HELP KEEP YOU HEALTHY
FIGHT OFF WINTER COLDS WITH THESE GREAT BUYS

with a special 35mm widescreen
free showing of the 1964 classic

Thcra flu

My Fair Lady

Tussin DM

Flu & Cold or Coush, Cold, Flu

»».•...•.«...»»•»«.<....

Family Pharmao'

starring Audrey Hepburn & Rex Harrison
Tonight at 8:00 p.m. in The Gish Film Theatre

$2.89
-

4OZ$1»9T

Family Pharmacy
NIGHT-TIME Liquid Caps .. 12 ct $1.99

This weekend Free Looney Tunes marathon
in 210 MSC. Look in tomorrow's paper for details!

Saturday January 16
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

EXTRA-STRENGTH - 3 Flavors

VICKS Cough Drops...... 30* 99<
CHAPSTICK up Baim ,.
Famify Pharmacy

IBUPROFEN tablets

Mow do t*oufionHU faJujn

"Believe it or not,
Tim's a good boy.
He was never in
trouble with the
law. Tim has
expressed remorse
and regret.... He
doesn't need to be
executed. He needs
help."

SIDEWALK SALE GOING ON NOW!

49<
.

FREE Shuttle Service
every 20 minutes
' The shuttle will be running at
10:00 a.m. in front of the University
Union and will run every 20 minutes
The last shuttle will leave Woodland
Mall at6:20 p.m..

^^

100 ct $1.99

Windmill

Ileanted
atf£
the
R&iCross

VITAMIN C sooms ♦♦.♦•.♦•♦«♦♦♦» $1.99
QUALITY, CARING. PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE IS ONLY THE BEGINNING...

* ujoodlond moll
Green
SOWIHV}

PILLS N' PACKAGES
111 RAILROAD
BOWLING GREEN
352-1693
FREE PRESCRIPTION TRANSFER • FREE BC DELIVERY
.,-■

American Red Cross
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Nation
State official charges
peers with harassment
by Denene Mlllner
The Associated Press

ALBANY, N.Y. - A state assemblywoman says she has been
sexually harassed by male colleagues three times since 1988,
including once just hours after a
seminar on how to avoid harassment.
Assemblywoman Earlene Hill,
49, made her allegations Monday,
before the Assembly unanimously approved a requirement
that a sexual harassment monitoring program be maintained
for employees.
She said the most recent episode occurred Dec. 9, the day all
Assembly members were
ordered to attend a seminar
where experts told them how to
avoid harassment.
Hill, a Democratic assemblywoman from Long Island since
1988, said a male colleague, while
making a speech in a room of
about 400 people, was citing statistics when he mistakenly said
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"Then he looked at me and said something like,
'Whenever I think of Earlene, I think of sex,'" Hill
said.
Earlene Hill, assemblywoman
"sex" instead of "six."
"Then he looked at me and said
something like, 'Whenever I
think of Earlene, I think of sex,'"
Hill said.
She said when she confronted
her colleague about the remark,
he made a honking noise accompanied by a hand gesture toward
her chest.
Hill said that in another instance, a male assemblyman
threatened to throw her out of a
window in 1989 after she asked
him to leave her office. He had
followed her into her office during a legislative session and she
thought he wanted to talk about
what the Assembly had done.

"He sat down and started to
discuss his history with women
and his sexual prowess," Hill
said.
She said the third Incident was
a sexual remark by a colleague
who sat near her in the state Assembly. Hill said her colleague
insisted that she climb over him
to get to her seat.
She did not identify the men.
Steven Greenberg, a spokesman for Assembly Speaker Saul
Weprin, said he could not comment on Hill's charges because
harassment complaints are kept
confidential.

The BG News office will be closed
on Monday. January 18 to
observe the holiday. Here are the
new deadlines for:
BMdllDtl
Tues., Jan. 19 »»♦ Frl., Jan. 15
Wed., Jan. 20 »♦ Fri., Jan. 15

Fteagan Private spacecraft
receives to launch in March
'great
honor'
by The Associated Press

by Harry F. Rosenthal
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON -- In one
of the final ceremonies of
his term in office. President
Bush bestowed the Presidential Medal of Freedom
on Ronald Reagan, telling
his predecessor, "millions
thank God today that you
were in the White House."
As Reagan's wife, Nancy,
and daughter Maureen
watched. Bush draped the
medal on a royal blue ribbon around the neck of the
40th president.
"From time to time I have
been called a great communicator," said Reagan,
who will be 82 next month.
"I'll tell you, It's not an easy
thing to communicate what
I feel right now. Receiving
the Medal of Freedom is a
great honor."
The former president became the 302nd recipient of
the nation's highest civilian
honor, and the 38th of
Bush's tenure in the White
House.
The citation accompanying the medal said Reagan
"symbolizes all that is best
in America ... As president,
he ennobled the American
spirit ... around the world
he burnished America's
lamp of liberty."
Bush said he was honoring the life of an American
original.

TULLAHOMA. Term. - A privately designed and built
research spacecraft intended as
an alternative to the space shuttle is scheduled to make its maiden voyage March 31.
Project manager Joe Pawlick
of the University of Tennessee
Space Institute said the unmanned spacecraft - designated
COMET for Commercial Experiment Transporter - is
scheduled to leave NASA's
launch complex on Wallops
Island, Va., with 11 experiments
aboard.
Pawlick said recent integrated
tests of the craft and its payload
were successful.
All components will be joined
for final tests at NASA's Goddar"d
Space Flight Center in February.
The Battelle Center for Advanced Materials in Columbus,
Ohio, screens and selects the
payloads.
Four of the 11 experiments will
remain in space and will transmit

USG
Continued from page one.

"Universities produce so much
waste, and we need alternative
ways to dispose of it," he said.
"Recycling is not just an image
enhancer, but is necessary for
this part of the country."
Wittig said the USG surveys
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data for up to two years, Pawlick
said, and seven will return to
Earth in the recovery module.
COMET was conceived by
NASA to help Industry create Its
own space program at less cost
than the shuttle program. The
recovery module can stay in
space for up to a month.
NASA is providing $85 million
for the first three COMET missions. After that, the program is
on its own, Pawlick said.
Space Industries Inc. of
League City, Texas, 's providing
the payload integration, orbital
operations and the recovery
system.
EER Systems Corp. of Vienna,
Va., built the launch vehicle.
Westinghouse Electric Corp. of
Baltimore is responsible for the
service module and systems engineering.
NASA officials say the
1,800-pound COMET can send
experiments into space for less
cost and keep them there longer
than the shuttle can. The shuttle
rarely stays aloft more than a
week.

show students want a more comprehensive recycling program.
"We are the students of this
University," he said. "When 92
percent of the students say they
want anything, they should get
it."
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WOOD
CABLE
AND WELCOME OUR NEW STATION.

SCIFl
C H A N K t L

$
'e'inti ««<*
FEATURES THE BEST OF SCIENCE FICTION,
SCIENCE FACT, FANTASY AND HORROR
GET SCI-FI AND TWO OTHER NEW STATIONS(41 TOTAL BASIC CHANNELS)
BY PURCHASING OUR 2ND SEMESTER SPECIAL.

SAVE UP TO 29% ON BASIC SERVICE OR 25% ON PREMIUM STATIONS.
CALL WOOD CABLE AT 352-8424 NOW FOR DETAILS.
HURRY, THIS IS A LIMITED TIME OFFER.

WOO
The sun worshiping. The primitive dances. The mating
rituals. The primal screams. Only one beach can hold this
much culture on its 23-mile sandy stretch. This Spring
Break, head for Daytona Beach. For more information, call
1-0CO-S64-1234 for your free 5pring Break Planning KJt.
SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLV
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Georgia governor
urges flag change
by Dick Petty*
The Associated Press
ATLANTA - The governor warned lawmakers Tuesday to remove
the Confederate battle banner from the state flag or be scorned by
future generations. He said the banner is a lingering symbol of pride
in slavery.
Legislative leaders said Gov. Zell Miller's animated, sometimes
impassioned speech was like Pickett's famous charge at Gettysburg
- gallant but unsuccessful.
The red and blue crossed-bars emblem was incorporated into the
state flag in 19S6 amid mounting Southern resistance to school desegregation.
Miller contends the flag sends the wrong message for the state that
will be host of the 1996 Summer Olympics. Polls have shown little
voter support for a change.
"It is clear the flag was changed ... to identify Georgia with the
dark side of the Confederacy -- that desire to deprive some Americans of the equal rights that are the birthright of all Americans," Miller said in his State of the State speech to a joint session of the Legislature.
Georgia has buried those days with its past, except for a flag that
"exhibits pride in the enslavement of many of our ancestors," said
Miller, great-grandson of a Confederate soldier.
He warned legislators they must vote with him or be forever scorned by future generations.
"You cannot escape this individual decision. You cannot hide in the
crowd," he said.
"My people gave me a message loud and clear last year during my
campaign. I would say better than 95 percent of my people are opposed to it. So I can't vote to change it myself," House Speaker Tom
Murphy said.
Lt. Gov. Pierre Howard, the Senate's presiding officer, said it was
too early to say whether Miller's appeal helped, since many legislators made campaign commitments to vote against changing the flag.
"They'll have to weigh that against the issues of conscience which
the governor raised today," he said.
Black legislators applauded Miller several times during the
speech.
"I think Zell Miller's speech had an emotional impact on many of
them," said Rep. Tyrone Brooks, a Democrat. "I think he closed the
gap to some extent. ... I really do believe that we have a fighting
chance now."
Miller's decision to push an issue that apparently lacks popular
support raises new questions about his political plans. He once said
he would serve only a single four-year term, but since then has suggested he might seek re-election in 1994.
"If the governor is planning to run again, I would say his speech today ... helps him immensely in the Democratic primary," said Senate
President Pro Tem Wayne Garner, a Democrat.
Miller's success in a general election campaign could depend on
whether the Republican candidate used the flag issue against him,
Garner said.

Haiti

Vegas.
Continued from page one.
The football/gladiator comparison is an old cliche, but I
couldn't help feeling it as I
looked across the field from
the end zone. A swarm of Reno
players warmed up just a few
yards from me, wailing on each
other and primal screaming getting psyched. I'd have
thought more about the whole
Roman gladiator deal but it
really was too cold.
Cash or check?
A group of referees stood off
to one side of the field as the
two teams were running warmup plays.
Ml): "So how much would it
cost to make sure that the calls
go Bowling Green's way?"
Referee: "It depends on how
good of cheerleaders you
have."
Let's Get Fired Up
The pressbox lay deep in the
heart of enemy territory, with
Reno fans sitting all around.
Glares came left and right at
the BG sweatshirt I wore, and I
- of course - puffed my chest
with pride.
One Wolf pack fan, dressed in
a full wolf pelt (complete with
little pointy ears) started a
"Wolf!" "Pack!" chant with the
other fans.
The sportswriter walking
with me gestured toward the
extra from Conan the Barbarian: "Sounds like he's been
drinking a 12 pack."
"Afterwards they'll need an
icepack," I quipped back.
A few BG fans, in tasteful
bright orange hardhats, sat
huddled in the middle of the
Wolf pack crowd.
Call Guiness
With each play - this fiveyard run, that incomplete pass
- someone in the pressbox
would mutter "A new Las
Vegas Bowl record."
"I'm going to be up all night
typing these new records said
PR hack Joe Hawk.

Continued from page one.
cuss U.S. plans to handle any
immigration emergency affecting Florida
"They did not talk specific details, but they did tell us they had
worked on their plan, they felt
they could handle an emergency," Chiles said in an interview Tuesday.
Chiles said Pentagon officials
indicated they could handle up to
100,000 refugees.
"And we were talking about
people being processed outside
of Florida, in other states, at federal facilities," he said, without
elaborating.
U.S. Rep. E. Clay Shaw, R-Fla.,
said he doubted the military
could control the situation.
"Not even the U.S. Navy can
stop all these boats, and it's absolute foolishness to think these
Haitians are going to patiently
wait on the beach for a military
bus to come pick them up so they
can be shipped to an Army base
somewhere," he said.
South Florida is still recovering from the $20 billion of destruction wrought by Hurricane
Andrew.
Florida has since established
its own plan to deal with refugees, including processing and
detention sites.
"It's a plan we hope we'll never
have to activate," said Joe Pena,
director of the governor's South
Florida office. "This plan will
kick in if we get the indication
that the Immigration and Naturalization Service is just completely overwhelmed."
Clinton has said he opposes
mass migration and has been
searching for ways to avoid that
possibility without violating his

campaign pledge not to summarily return all Haitians. His aides
have said his foreign policy team
is working with the Bush administration and with Aristide on a
policy statement that they expect
to release late this week.
About 40,000 Haitians have
fled their Caribbean nation since
the bloody army coup in September 1991 that ousted Aristide,
Haiti's first freely elected
leader. Bush claims they are escaping poverty, not repression.
Refugees claim they are fleeing
army terror.

Synchronlclty
A Las Vegas sportswriter sat
in front of me describing out
loud the actions as BG blitzes
and mobs the Reno quarterback.
Sportswriter: "It's like an
avalanche of orange, a..."
MD: "A Florida blizzard?" I
offer.
Sportswriter: "That's just
what I was going to say."
Just further proof there are
no "accidents" in life, I think to
myself.

The BG Newt/Tim Norman

Traveling from Cincinnati to Las Vegas to watch his brother-in-law Joe Bair in the Las Vegas Bowl,
John Mock braves the freezing weather that faced the fans.
In Tune
Graduation is a once-in-alifetime deal for college students. Once it's over, there's no
going back. So why did graduating senior and marching
band conductor Delaine Sergent give that all up to stand in
the sub-freezing weather?
"This is my graduation
ceremony. The band is my family and friends. I'd be letting
them down if I wasn't here,"
she said. "[My folks]are watching me on TV and they're very
excited forme."
Remember the Burger King?
The first period ends with
BG solidly ahead 14 to three.
Down on the field, Ronald
McDonald and Hamburglar
romp around. I sit back with
dark fantasies of gridders
striking a blow against Corporate America Sponsorship by
grinding them into the turf.
If the whole game is this lopsided, like a bad high school
game, I don't know how I'll
stay awake. With 2:28 left in
the first quarter, junior tailback Zeb Jackson just wanders
into the endzone. Everyone is
colliding and crashing around
him, but nobody seems to
bother with him, even though
he has the ball.
If the rest of the game's like
this, it'll be BG's most boring
victory ever.
On the Bench
Not all the team was suited
and on the field. For the handfulls of redshirted freshmen in
the Falcon lineup, there was

THE CHINA

happened," one cheerleader
said. "It'samazing."
UNR fans began to go barechested in the stands as the
temperature dropped below
freezing. "They've got just a
little bit of bourbon in them I
think," a referee on the sideline ruled.
Knew It All Along
A failed punt. A BG recovery. A quick march to the
endzone. And a game that had
been so hopeless became the
Bowling Green victory.
For Mark Shanahan, senior
business major, the doubt simply was not there.
"I pretty much knew deep
down that we'd win," he said
confidently. "It was disappointing to see [Reno] do so
well." And what was it like
when BG crossed into the endzone?
"Complete and total exhileration."
But as tense and as rattled as
the fans get, for the players it
can be multitudes worse, adWaffle House
mits Brad Long, tight end.
The mood turned as dark and
"Your adrenalin takes over
cold as the Nevada night dur- and just gets going. You've got
ing the second half when Reno to play the best you can," Long
began its comeback. BG fans said. "We were getting pretty
sat hopelessly by, watching as intense there - getting fired up
the UNR Fremont Cannon fired and getting angry."
a loud bang after each Reno
"We knew," free safety Dave
score.
Bielinski said, "we couldn't
"What went wrong out there? keep it that one-sided. We knew
What's going on?" asked one they could put points on the
BGfan.
board. But we shut 'em down
Even the cheerleaders could when it counted, and in 10
only watch and try to lift spir- years no one'll know it went
its as the gap closed. "I can't that way. They'll just see the
believe the turnaround that's final score."
the unaccustomed position to
play as spectator.
For defensive lineman
Shawn George, just being at
the game served as reward
enough.
"It's exciting to be out here
in the first place," George said.
"It's a privilege to be out here
with the team.
"Hopefully in the future I'll
be out here again."
Inside linebacker Clyde Butler agreed. "Sometimes," according to Butler,"there are
times you must simply step
aside.
"All these seniors that graduate, and the players - seeing
them play, that's good enough.
The seniors won't get to play
again.
I wish I could be out there
playing. There is a disappointment. I'm out here to
play football, but that's what
they're doing.
"But I still have a few
years," he added.

Bank with the Best!

OIL IS A
CAR'S

Mid/tm

LIFE BLOOD
Hot Off The Wok
FAST FREE DELIVERY

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

'THE COLLEGIATE CONNECTION"
Your Best Connection for all your
Greek and BGSU Needs
"1993" Bathing Suits Just Arrived!
Come check out the Great Selection

N. Main St.
S. Main St.
Woodland Mall Full Service
Express Service & Drive Thru
352-8230
353-1231
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new state-of-the art ATM
great location
friendly service and
a variety of competitive services
1480E.Wooster

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

531 Ridge St.

352-8333

over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available

MYLUS' PIZZA DOUGH
Free delivery!
.152-15IM
.154-TGGO

$ I Off
any 14 Inch pizza
delivery or pick-up only
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STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Offer expires Jan. 31. 1993
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Groups claims Israel's 200 more killed In India
Popular leader killed by police gunfire during riot
deportee list incorrect
by Thomas Wagner
The Associated Press

by Gwen Ackerman
The Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Israel has no
record of deporting six men who
were among the 415 Palestinians
sent to Lebanon last month, the
director of a human rights group
said Tuesday.
Andrew Whitley said research
by his Middle East Watch, of New
York, shows about IS names on
the deportees' own list do not
match up with Israel's records.
He called the deportations "a
particularly flagrant breach of
international law."
Israel admitted earlier that 10
Palestinians were expelled by
mistake. One returned home; another was taken to a hospital in
south Lebanon, and eight await
transport back to the occupied
territories.
Israel expelled the Palestinians
last month in retaliation for the
. killings of six troopers. It said
the deportees backed militant
Muslim groups blamed for the
slayings.

Whitley told a Middle East Watch conference
while most of the deported men "openly
acknowledge their sympathies" with militant
groups, "they appear to have been deported
simply because they were the easier ones to
deport."

More than SO relief and church
groups from North America and
Europe asked Israel on Tuesday
to bring back the deportees. They
also demanded that Israel permit
supplies to reach the men's tent
camp in south Lebanon.

turned "if the peace process is to
resume."

Whitley told a Middle East
Watch conference while most of
the deported men "openly acknowledge their sympathies"
with militant groups, "they apMembers of the Palestinian pear to have been deported simdelegation to the Middle East ply because they were the easier
peace talks discussed the issue ones to deport."
on Tuesday with several Israeli
He said Middle East Watch
legislators, including Nissim
Zvili, a leading figure in Prime does not view support of a banMinister Yitzhak Rabin's Labor ned organization as a crime but
also does not claim that all the
Party.
deported men have a clean reSpokeswoman Hanan Ashrawi cord.
said the Palestinians told the Israelis the deportees must be re-

5AFE

BOMBAY, India -- A woman
councilor who led a frenzied mob
of Hindus was among 25 people
reported killed Tuesday as Hindus and Muslims fought with
knives, clubs and firebombs for
the seventh straight day.
Violence spread to suburban
areas of Bombay. About 200 people now have been killed in the
fighting.
The woman, identified as Slum
tadai Ramesh Baria, a member of
a municipal council In central
Bombay, led 300 Hindus in setting 100 shacks ablaze in a Muslim slum, police said.
Police gunfire killed her and
another rioter and wounded 11
others in the mob. Assistant
Police Commissioner Ghanshayam Changlani reported.
Hindus immediately put up a
picture of her outside her home,
heaped fresh flowers around it,
and screamed at police who
walked by on patrol.
Changlani said officers evacuated 45 Muslim families whose
homes were destroyed in that arson onslaught.
"This was a major attack,"
Changlani said Tuesday as he led

Police have arrested more than 1,700 people for
acts of violence and put 2,200 more under
preventative detention, one news report said.

reporters down narrow dirt lence in which more than 1,200
roads choked with burned huts, people died.
New fighting broke out in
cars and debris. "She led the
Bombay on Jan. 6.
group, urging 'Attack! Attack!"
Police opened fire in two dozen
Soldiers stood guard there and or more sites in the Bombay area
on Tuesday, and 25 people were
in other hot spots.
The Hindus were inflamed killed by police or by mobs, acafter hearing a rumor that the cording to the Press Trust of Inminority Muslims in their com- dia news agency.
In the northwest suburb of
munity had stocked their homes
with firebombs and planned to Andheri, a five-story building
owned by a Hindu was burned
attack Hindus, he said.
Police have arrested more than down Tuesday by a mob, report1,700 people for acts of violence ed Kirtl Thakkar, who sold
and put 2,200 more under pre- clothes in the building.
"This violence has hit every
ventative detention, one news
place. Including our suburbs," he
report said.
said as smoke rose from the
The violence stemmed from charred building.
Thousands of terror-stricken
the Dec. 6 incident in Ayodhya,
northern India, when Hindu ex- people jammed railway stations
tremists destroyed an ancient in Bombay on Tuesday hoping to
mosque they believe was built by escape the carnage.
Police in neighboring Gujarat
Mogul invaders who tore down a
state said 63 people died In riotHindu temple.
That led to three weeks of ing in two cities there this past
widespread Hindu-Muslim vio- week.

Ustinov revived in new film

in several years.
well," the actor concluded, laugh"I had been asked by the ing.
Besides wanting to return to
national press club in Canberra
Back bu Popular Demand
to speak to a huge luncheon ... on films, the 71-year-old Ustinov
NEW YORK - Peter Ustinov the subject of Russia, which is was attracted to "Lorenzo's Oil"
the
wondered why director George far enough away from Australia because he found the script comMiller approached him for a role to fascinate them," Ustinov re- pelling, even though he didn't
In the film "Lorenzo's Oil" - es- called in an interview. "And this understand a word of it.
pecially since "nobody ever was on national television and
"The film you saw, when it's
seems to put my name forward George happened to see it and he only in script form, is so technithese days."
said. That's the man with the au- cal that you don't really know
Thursday thru Saturday
The two-time Academy Award thority I need for this job.'
what's happening," he said.
winner didn't know that a speech
"I must say I would have been
Certainly, the film's focus on
he gave in Australia amounted to much more nervous at the lunch microbiology and medicine can
an audition for his first film role had I known It was an audition as be daunting, as a couple (played
by Nick Nolte and Susan Sarandon) fights to save their son's life
RESERVE
OFFICERS'
TRAINING
CORPS
despite their ignorance and the
medical establishment's inertia.
As they learn about their son's
nOIUUNG GflttN, OHIO

by Douglas J. Rows
The Associated Press

Twisttlffs

104 S. MAIN

353-0988

rare illness, adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD), the most arcane details are neatly translated into
laymen's terms.
As Dr. Gus Nikolais, Ustinov
represents the doctors who fret
about malpractice suits, funding
and painstaking research procedures as much as, or more than,
medical breakthroughs.
Ustinov warmed to the equivocal quality of his part - a kind of
"Pontius Pilate" role, as he put it
- and added: "I think it's absolutely essential, because there
are no villains in this picture except the disease itself. I don't
think I behave unreasonably."
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COMPARE THESE PRICES!
Black and Whit*
24 exposure
36 exposure
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Village Green
GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
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_^V f/ice f-^lace to aL/iive

Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army
fees. They even pay a flat rate for textROTC awards scholarships to hundreds of
books and supplies. You can also receive
talented students. If you qualify,
an allowance of up to $1000 each
these merit-based scholarships can fp*DEj^°| school year the scholarship is in
help you pay tuition and educational |v K3 effect. Find out today if you qualify.

ARMYR0TC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE,
For more information Contact Captain
Scot Ferguson at: 372-2476

2 blocks away
ONE and TWO BEDROOMS
Furnished and unfurnished
Summer, year, and semester leases
Clubhouse with pool, laundry facilities

CALL 354-3533
480 Lehman Ave.
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Country music comes to TV Japan sells more
Three hot specials to be appearing in the next few months
by Joe Edwards
The Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -- Country
music, long a mainstay on radio,
is surging on network TV as well,
with Garth Brooks and Billy Ray
Cyrus leading the way.
There were five country music
specials on network TV in 1992
and three more will be aired
early this year.
Programs showcasing "the
Nashville Sound" are commanding strong ratings and drawing
solid support from advertisers.
"Country music has become an
important part of the entertainment world and part of the social
fabric, and TV has jumped on it,"
said Ed Benson, executive director of the Country Music Association.
Brooks had his own highly
rated special on NBC last January and also appeared on ABC's
"Best of Country '92" on Dec. 10.
Cyrus was on "Best of Country
"92," and his own ABC special is
scheduled to be broadcast in
February. He's under contract

"Country music has become an important part of
the entertainment world and part of the social
fabric, and TV has jumped on it."
Ed Benson, Country Music Association director
for two more, thanks to the popularity of his single "Achy Breaky
Heart" and his album "Some
Gave All."

product is right for the times."
The CMA's annual awards
show in September, which included live performances by
both Brooks and Cyrus, was the
third highest rated program of

"A Country Music Celebration," a two-hour special marking
the 35th anniversary of the CMA,
will air on CBS in the first quar- the week. The two-hour show was
ter of this year. Vince GUI, Wyn- seen by 48 million viewers.
"They turned away advertisers
onna Judd and Kenny Rogers are
among those scheduled to appear for the show," Benson said.
In May, CBS broadcast the
on the show.
special "Country Music Hall of
Another CBS special, "Women Fame 25," featuring about 50
of Country," has been taped for country performers saluting the
broadcast In early 1993. It fea- silver anniversary of the Nashtures Judd, Mary-Chapin Car- ville shrine.
Also last spring, the Academy
penter, Emmylou Harris, Kathy
Mattea, Trisha Yearwood and of Country Music awards show
others.
was broadcast on NBC.
One ratings failure was NBC's
"Country music is capitalizing "Hot Country Nights" in early
on things sociologically," Benson 1992, which was not renewed
said. "There's a return of funda- after 12 weeks. It did better than
mental values in America. The previous NBC shows in that time

spot, but still finished in the bottom third of the weekly rankings.
"The time slot (early Sunday
night) was one of the worst of the
week," Benson said. "It was
against 'Murder, She Wrote,'
which tied up the older demographic, and Fox Network had a
good lineup targeting the
younger audience."
Country music got a global
boost in October when the cable
channel Country Music Television began a European cable
network. Both the American and
European channels broadcast
country music videos.
Also on cable, "Hats Off to
Minnie: America Honors Minnie
Pearl" in October drew some of
the strongest ratings ever on
cable's The Nashville Network
One hundred celebrities participated in the 2 -hour special honoring the 80-year-old Grand Ole
Opry humorist.
And "Hee Haw," the country
stalwart, is celebrating its 25th
year on the air with "Hee Haw
Silver," reruns of top shows.
"It's one of those things the
public demanded," said Roy
Clark, host of the program since
its inception.

News from around the world
by The Associated Press

NAIROBI, Kenya - President
Daniel Arap Moi named a Cabinet
on Wednesday that shuns the two
major tribes that voted against
him in last month's elections.
Moi, who won the Dec 29 election with just 36 percent of the
vote against a split opposition
field, relied heavily on the country's smaller tribes in drawing up
his 23-membcr cabinet.

The two large tribes - the Klkuyu of central Kenya and the
Luo in the west got two portfolios.
Both were government candidates easily defeated In the Dec
29 election: for the Kikuyu, Education Minister Joseph Kamotho,
the government party's secretary-general, and for the Luo,
Transport Minister Dalmas
Otieno.
MOSCOW - Russia has decided

to post as many as 35,000 new
Interior Ministry troops permanently In Russian areas of the
Caucasus Mountains, an official
said.
Russian leaders are Intensifying their efforts to restore order
to the region.
Georgia is wracked by a civil
war and separatist conflicts.
Russian peacekeepers have
been deployed In South Ossetia,
which is within Georgia and
wants to unite" with North Osse-

tia, which is in Russia.
Violence has spilled into North
Ossetia, where Ingush and Ossetian militants are locked in a territorial battle, with Russian
forces trying to keep order.
The Russian Interior Ministry
eventually will post up to 35,000
more troops in a new military
district in the North Caucasus,
according to a spokesman in the
southern city of Rostov, quoted
by the Interfax news agency. It
did not give his name.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

DUrgOfS 111311 NCG
by The Associated Press

TOKYO (AP) - Japan's growing hunger for hamburgers and
other Western ways of eating
have knocked rice out of its historic No. 1 position in Japan's
farm production.
Japan's rice production in 1991
fell by 8.7 percent - continuing a
trend that is likely to damage its
efforts to bar rice Imports and
protect local rice farmers.
"The news that rice, the symbol of Japanese agriculture, was
replaced with meat and dairy
products despite liberalization of
beef imports is likely to affect
Japan's argument against liberalizing its rice market,"
Japan's leading economic newspaper, Nihon Keizai , said Tuesday.

percent share, even after Japan
opened its market wider to foreign meat in April 1991, the ministry said.
Ministry officials predicted
the trend would continue as
young Japanese prefer hamburgers and fried chicken to sushi
and rice balls.
Japan has steadfastly refused
to allow imports of foreign rice,
arguing the grain is the staple of
the Japanese diet and it Is in the
national Interest to maintain selfsuffiency. In addition, Japanese
culture has been heavily influenced by ancient communal
methods of rice production.
Negotiators trying to hammer
out an international free trade
agreement called the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
say Japan's refusal to allow rice
imports is an impediment to the
talks.
If rice continues to fall in importance to the Japanese consumer, negotiators could argue
that its domestic production no
longer merits blanket protection.

Rice's fall from the No. 1 spot
was announced by the Ministry
of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, which said rice production fell to $23.3 billion, a 25.5
percent share of Japan's agriculCurrent statistics show the
tural market.
average Japanese now eats about
It was replaced by meat and 60 percent as much rice as 26
dairy products, which rose 0.7 years ago, while consuming three
percent to $24.8 billion, a 27.1 times as much meat.
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NOMINATIONS FOR 1993
Graduate Assistant Teaching Award
Undergraduates! Graduate Student Colleagues!
Faculty Members! Administrators!
Tell us about your best Graduate Teaching Assistant!
Nominations are solicited for Graduate Teaching Assistants who are engaged in
classroom instruction and who meet award eligibility criteria. The Teaching
Assistant must have taught a course for which he/she had a major
responsibility at any time in 1992. Those eligible will come from one or more of
the following categories: 1) GA teaching own section(s), 2) GA leading
study/recitation section(s), 3) GA teaching laboratory section(s)*. The final
deadline for nominations is January 18, 1993; however, we encourage written
nominations by December 18,1992.
This award recognizes exceUence in undergraduate teaching by graduate
assistants and is sponsored by the Graduate Student Pro/essionai
Development Program, Graduate Coilege, and Graduate Student Senate.

Graduate Assistant Teaching Award Nomination Form
(PU» PrmO

Name of Nominee
Department
Course Name and Number
Semester Taught □ Spring 1992 □ Summer 1992 □ Fall 1992
Reasons for nomination (please continue on separate sheet)

Your name in full
You are a(n) □ Undergraduate □ Graduate Student
□ Administrator
□ Other
Bowling Green Phone Number
Signature

□ Faculty Member
Date

Return to: Graduate Assistant Teaching Award
Graduate Student Professional Development Program
c/o Marketing Department
Bowling Green State University
Campus Mail, or Bowling Green, OH 43403
* (Exam procton and fradan ara lnallgMa for thlfl award.)

•give blood

1

Gain Valuable
Sales Experience
Needed:

BG News Sales Reps
Requires:
20 hours a week
Sell and service your own account list
of 30-40 clients
Prospect new accounts
Reach and exceed all goals set
Work as a team member of the ad
staff to meet office goals
Help other personnel service clients
fittend and participate in weekly
sales meetings
Must have a car
Fill out an application at
The BG News, 214 West Hall.
Application deadline is Friday, January 22.
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Lemieux inflicted with Hodgkin's
Upbeat star determined to beat illness, return to hockey
The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH - The Pittsburgh Penguins are adjusting
again to life without Mario Lemieux. Despite the discomforting news he has Hodgkin's
disease, Lemieux is getting on
with what he hopes will be a long
life.

but said. Til be fine. No problem."
The Penguins said Lemieux is
upbeat and determined to beat
his illness.

"He feels good about it," said
center Ron Francis. "It's a blow
mentally when someone gets
news like this, but he's in real
good spirits. He's being positive
about this. We wish him the best
Lemieux met briefly with his and hope everything ends up all
Penguins teammates Wednesday rightbefore they left for Thursday's
game at Boston.
Team owner Howard Baldwin
said every doctor the Penguins
Lemieux tried to paint a posi- have consulted is optimistic betive picture for his teammates cause Lemieux's disease was deand the media. He reportedly has tected in an early stage. An enalready begun radiation treat- larged lymph node was removed
ment for his disease, which at- after Lemieux detected a lump
tacks the lymph nodes but on his neck.
usually is treatable when detected early.
"It was caught so incredibly
early," Baldwin said. "If you
The NHL's leading scorer and catch it very early the way we
highest-paid player, Lemieux have, or the doctors have, it's so
nodded when asked if he was non-threatening they dont even
surprised to learn he has cancer, keep statistics on it."

League shocked by tragic news

don't care how long it takes, his The Associated Press
health is all that matters."
"Mario has faced formidable
PITTSBURGH - Mario Lephysical obstacles before and returned to the top of the moun- mieux's career has been part
tain," said Tom Reich, Lemieux's triumph and part tragedy, replete with scoring titles and Stanagent. "He will do it again."
ley Cup championships, but also
The Penguins continue to insist with repeated medical setbacks.
Still, neither the Pittsburgh
Lemieux can return in four to six
weeks, but numerous doctors Penguins nor the NHL were prewho treat Hodgkin's disease pared for this stunning news:
Lemieux, hockey's predominate
agreed that projection seems
and highest-paid star, has cancer.
generously optimistic
Normally, a Hodgkin's disease
Lemieux, the NHL's leading
patient undergoes a month of 5 to
scorer, already may have started
10-minute radiation therapy five
four to five weeks of radiation
times a week. The treatment treatment for Hodgkin's disease,
often results in sleepiness, loss of
a usually treatable form of canappetite and fatigue.
cer that attacks the lymph nodes.
The patient generally imLast spring, with Lemieux out
Lemieux, 27, was diagnosed in
with a fractured wrist suffered proves over the next month if the the early stages of the disease
when he was slashed by de- treatment is successful and be- after a large lymph node was refenseman Adam Graves, the gins to regain his appetite and moved from his neck, according
Penguins rallied from 2-1 down energy.
to a statement approved Tuesday
to oust the NHL regular-season
Several doctors said it is more by team physician Dr. Charles
champion New York Rangers in likely Lemieux would need two Burke.
the Patrick Division playoffs.
months of radiation and recovery
The disease is confined to the
"We just want him to get well," before he had sufficient strength abnormal lymph node, and subwinger Troy Loney said. "We to play hockey again.
sequent tests have shown no evidence of any other problems, the
doctor said. The Penguins said
Lemieux could resume playing in
four to six weeks, though doctors
said those projections seem
overly optimistic.
"I don't know what more that
guy is going to have to go
Columbus, Ohio:
Sunday, January 17. Holiday Inn on the Lane
through," Penguins winger Troy
328 w Lane Avenue
Loney said. "I just feel for him. I
Registration: 5:00 - 8:00 PM
couldn't care less when he comes
back, just that he gets healthy."
Bowling Green, Ohio:

Baldwin will fly from his California home to meet Thursday
night with Lemieux before attending a news conference Friday with Lemieux and general
manager Craig Patrick.
"People who don't understand
the disease will probably make
this out to be worse than it really
is," goaltender Tom Barrasso
said.
Lemieux signed a recordsetting $42 million contract only
three months ago.
Lemieux, 27, has missed more
than 100 games the last four
seasons with chronic back pain
that finally required surgery in
1990.

CEIWJ POINT

Tuesday. January 19. Bowling Green State University
University Union - Ohio Suite
Registration: 12:30 - 4:30 PM

f\jY| Kent, Ohio:
r>0
N
V

January 21. Kent State University
I Thursday.
Thurs"
\^^ Student Center Third Floor
y^ Registration: 2:30 - 4:30 PM

fc | Also At Cedar Point:
1
SandusJey, Ohio
Tuesday. January 5 & Friday. January 22
Registration 11:00 AM - 3:00 PM
(Audfborti begin approximately 15 minutes after njgrrtrrton opem)
For additional sites and
further information contact:
Cedar Point Live Shows
P.O. BOM 5006
San dusky, Ohio
(419)627-2390
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Musicians • Technicians
Berenstain Bears™
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Hodgkin's discas , named for
Thomas Hodgkin, the English
physician who discovered it, is a
disease characterized by the
progressive enlargement of the
lymph nodes and inflammation of
organs such as the spleen and
liver.
For the Penguins themselves, it
was the second such shocker in
less than 18 months. Coach Bob
Johnson died of brain cancer in
November 1991, just six months
after coaching the Penguins to
the first of their two Stanley Cup
championships.
"It's a pretty scary situation.
We just can't afford to lose people of his caliber in our game,"
said Wayne Gretzky, hockey's
unquestioned star until Lemieux
came into the league in 1985. "He
is too important, he is too talented. It has got to be frustrating,
not only for him and the Penguins
but the whole NHL,

"More importantly, he has to
worry about his health now. He
has a difficult time ahead of
him."
Penguins general manager
Craig Patrick was in California,
reportedly meeting with team
owner Howard Baldwin, but is to
return for a news conference
Friday that Lemieux will also attend.
A typical treatment for Hodgkin's consists of five to 10
minutes of radiation five times a
week for four to five weeks.
The fact that Lemieux will
undergo radiation therapy is an
indication that doctors found the
ivincer in its early stages, said
Dr. Dennis Meisner, an oncologist at Shadyside Hospital in
Pittsburgh.
Meisner said the Penguins'
contention that the type of Hodgkin's diagnosed in Lemieux's
case is the "most favorable" may
be misleading.
"It is a cancer, and all types of
cancer are very serious," Meisner said. "As a cancer, it can become life-threatening."
If the disease is limited to one
lymph node that was removed, it
is classified as Stage One Hodgkin's, which has a cure rate of 95
percent, he said.
Radiation therapy causes fatigue and weight loss, and could
make someone too tired to play
hockey, Meisner said. The cancer
can spread to other parts of the
body, including the bone marrow
and lungs, but usually only if it
goes undetected for a long
period.
Until now, Lemieux's frequent
medical problems have been confined mostly to a chronically bad
back.
He was enjoying his most injury-free and successful season
until last week, when he again
experienced the back pain that
has forced him to miss more than
100 games the last four seasons.
With 104 points in 40 games, he
was threatening Wayne Gretzky's NHL scoring record of 216
points until missing the Penguins' last two games.
He won his third NHL scoring
title in five years with 131 points
last season, despite missing 16
games with back-related problems. He was limited to 26 games
in 1990-91, missing the Penguins'
first 50 games after surgery before returning for the Penguins'
first Stanley Cup.

«RE
Are you nervous about taking the GRE?
We can help!
Take this 32-hour preparation course to help maximize your test
scores.

l£

SUPER

JANUARY 14-/7

SAVE UP TO

75°/(0

ON SELECTED MERCHANDISE
Prices Starting As Low As $9.88
Save on Famous Name Brands Like:
Aigner • Bass • Connie • Dexter • Dingo* Eastland
Hush Puppies • K Swiss • Netdeton • Nike
Mootsie Tootsies • Sam & Libby • RJ Colt • Reebok
Tretom • Zodiac • and Many More

SHOC senscmon
Woodland Mali, Bowling Green 352--f550

American Red Cross

Gfeaier Toledo Area Chapter
2275 CoUmgwood Blwl
Toledo. Ohio 43620
(419) 24S3331

During the class you will:
* Review the major skills necessary to score high on each
section of the GRE
* Place heavy concentration on the mathematical review
* Learn how to complete the application form
* Familiarize yourself with the test Itself
* Develop test taking strategies

Happy
New Year
and
Welcome
Back
Call MECCA
Management
For AU Your
Rental Needs

at 853-5800

* Take a practice exam
* Review practice exam results with the Instructor
Convenient Weekend Hours
Saturday, Feb. 27
9 am - 6 pm
Saturday, Mar. 13
9 am - 6 pm
Saturday, Mar. 28
1 pm - 5 pm
Saturday, April 3
1 pm - 5 pm
Instructor: Lee Reamer
Fee: $300, Includes review manual

Deadline to register for this course Is Feb. 22, 1993. The next GRE
will be April 17.
For more Information or to register, contact Continuing
Education, International and Summer Programs, 419.372-8181.
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BASKETBALL

BOWLING GREEN vs TOLEDO
Falcons shoot down
soaring Rockets, 88-77
by Mar* DeChant
sports writer

The Toledo Rockets got shot
down by a Blaze of Glory
Wednesday night, losing their
first Mid-American Conference
game of the year to Bowling
Green, 88-77.
Despite a
fierce comeback attempt
by the Rockets'
three-point
bombers, the
Falcons moved
to 7-3 on the
season (3-0 in
the MAC) by
Clark
way of a Blazing first-half shooting exhibition.
Led by the sharp-shooting duo
of Talita Scott and Judit Lendvay, the Falcons hit an amazing
60 percent from the field in the
first half, connecting on 18 of the
30 shots they took.
"I'm very happy," Falcon head
coach Jaci Clark said following
the victory. "I think we came out
early in the game and executed
very well."
BG never trailed in the first
half, steadily building a doubledigit lead behind the shooting of
Scott and Lendvay and strong
half-court defense.
The Falcons jumped out to a
16-8 advantage when Scott, a
five-foot-ten junior, nailed three
consecutive jumpers within the
first five minutes. Scott, who
scored 10 in the first half, hit
fourr out offiveS shots from the
field, and was a perfect two-fortwo from the free throw line.
The Rockets cut the lead to
24-22 on a three-pointer by Kathy
Lennartz, but BG responded immediately by firing off 10
unanswered points.
The Falcons led by as many as
16 in the first, and the half ended
with the score BG 42, Toledo 38.

For the half, the Rockets could
only find the bottom of the net 45
percent of time (11 -of-24). No one
broke double digits for the Rockets, who committed nine turnovers by intermission.
Defensive dominance, especially on the press and inside the
paint, contributed to BG holding
high-scoring Rockets Kim Bradley and Latoja Harris in check
for much of the half.
"We had them read pretty
well," Clark said. "We did mix up
between a full court defense, and
a half-court, pressure type of defense.
"We were very, very intense."
Toledo head coach Bill Fennelly pinpointed offensive confusion as the key to his team's firsthalf woes.
"I think we had people open,
and were hesitant to pass at
times," he said. "And I think at
other times we weren't moving
well on the post.
"We have to do a better job of
using the dribble to improve
passing angles instead of just
dribbling to test the air in the
ball."
UT came out with a vengance
in the second period, intent on
making a comeback agains its
MAC rivals.
Bradley finally came alive for
the Rockets, hitting two threepointers within the first 1:10 of
the second half. Her connections
triggered a 7-1 run that cut the
Falcons' lead to five.
The second-half action went
back and forth, with BG holding a
7-11 point lead for the majority of
the period. Toledo's only serious
run at BG occurred with about
nine minutes left in the game.
Three-pointers by Kathy Lenn.-irt, Denise Pickenpaugh, and
Bradley made the score 64-62.
Once again, though, it was Scott
who came to the rescue.
In the next 19 seconds, Scott:

'put up a shot and got fouled
•made both free throws
•stole the ball on the ensuing
Rocket possession
'and hit a jumper
From that point on UT lost its
outside shooting touch, and the
Falcons held a comfortable lead
until the final buzzer.
Scott claimed her stellar performance was simply a small
piece of the team's overall game
plan.
"I think tonight we just played
focused," she said. "We're playing focused and we're concentrating more. It also helped that
we made a lot less turnovers than
we've probably had in a long
time."
BG made only seven turnovers
in the game, while UT almost tripled that amount (17). The Rockets banked on their long-range
firepower to stay in the game.
Three-point shooting was one
aspect of Toledo's game that
pleased its coach, despite the
crucial conference loss.
"We shoot the three a lot,"
Fennelly said. "We want to shoot
the three, we want to attack the
basket, and get to the foul line.
"We don't usually shoot 27 of
them, but the urgency was there
in the sense of, shooting it a little
more than we would of. We were
trying to open up the court."
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Bowling Green (88)
fg ft rb
min m-a m-a o-l
36 10-145-7 5-5 3
Scou
Nordmann 33 5-7 2-2 3-6 5
Albert
30 5-14 4-5 0-2 4
Cassell
40 3-7 0-0 0-1 6
Lendvay
35 7-11 7-8 1-7 4
Shaade
18 2-5 0-0 0-3 0
McClcndon 1
0-0 0-0 OO 0
Nueimeyer 7
1-4 0-0 04) 0
TOTALS 200 33*2 18-22 9-2622
Toledo (77)
Bradley
Lennartz

5-7 2-4
3-10 0-2
7-10 6-7
Harris
6-12 0-0
Pickenpagh
Kopinski
4-9 2-2
appcrman
2-3 2-2
0-1 0-0
urphy
TOTALS 200 27-52 12-17

pflp
0 25
2 13
3 14
2 9
2 21
2 4
0 0
1 2
12 88

0 3 15
5 3 9
1 3 20
3 5 15
121 10
0 0 8
0
0 0
1-2
11-3421 77

4-11
o:
4-7
1-3
04
0-1

The PG NewarTereaa Thomas
Falcon guard Judlt Lendvay looks to pass during BG's 88-77 victory last night at Anderson Arena.

Ball State defeats OU, 78-64;
shares first with five teams
The Associated Press

Ball State 78, Ohio 64
ATHENS, Ohio - Jeermal
Sylvester scored 20 points for
Ball State as the Cardinals
joined five other teams In a tie
for the Mid-American Conference lead Wednesday by
defeating Ohio University
78-64.
Jamie Matthews added 19
and Steve Payne and Bill Gillis
13 apiece for the Cardinals
(11-4 overall, 2-1 conference).
Chad Estis scored IS, Gary
Trent 13 and Gus Johnson 11
for the Bobcats (S-6,2-1).
Ohio led 41-29 at halftlme,
but Ball State dominated the
second half with a pair of 20-6
runs. The first, led by Sylvester and Payne with six points
apiece, reduced Ohio's lead to
50-49 with nine minutes to play.
The second started with a
basket with 4:06 left by Sylvester that put Ball State ahead
for the first time In the second
half, 60-59, and continued until
the end of the game. Mathews
had seven points and Gillis six
in that stretch.
Both teams had 24 field
goals, but Ball State was 27 for
32 from the free throw line
while Ohio was 11 for 14.

Kent 75, Central Mich 74
MOUNT PLEASANT. Mich.
- Greg Holman had 15 points
and six rebounds Wednesday
night to lead Kent State to a
75-74 Mid-American Conference victory over Central
Michigan.

The Chippewas (4-6, 1-2
MAC) jumped ahead early and
led 12-7 midway through the
first half. The Golden Flashes
(4-7,1-2) tied the game at 15 on
a layup by Doug Carr with 6:58
left in the half.

But Central Michigan edged
up again to lead 26-25 at halftime. Holman hit a jumper 19
seconds into the second half to
give the Golden Flashes the
lead.
With 39 seconds left to play,
the Chippewas tied the game at
71-71 when DeShanti Foreman
hit a 3-pointer. Kent State went
ahead for good when Holman
scored with 14 seconds left to
make it 73-71.
Holman was fouled with
three seconds left and hit both
free throws to make it 75-71,
enough to fend off a final
3-pointer by Sander Scott, his
fourth of the night.
Scott led the Chippewas with
22 points.

Akron 62, Eastern Mich 57
YPSILANTI, Mich. - Chris
Richardson scored 16 points
and Mark Alberts 15 as Akron
went to overtime to beat
Eastern Michigan 62-57 in MidAmerican conference play
Wednesday night.
The Eagles (8-4,0-3 MAC) led

25-22 at halftime. Akron (7-4r
2-1) trailed for most of the second half, then tied the game a*
40 when Torcey Kershaw hit a
layup with 3:52 left in regulation.
Eastern went up by two with
11 seconds left, but Akron tied
it at 46 when Tron Jenkins hit
two free throws with one second left.
Akron controlled the tip in
overtime and went on a 6-0 run
to make it 52-46. Eastern closed
to within three, 60-57, on a
3-point shot by Ellery Morgan
with 5 seconds left in overtime.

Western Mich 69, Miami 52
KALAMAZOO, Mich. - Derrick Brooks had 16 points

Wednesday night as Western
Michigan easily defeated
Miami of Ohio 69-52 in MidAmerican Conference play.
The Broncos (5-6, 2-1 MAC)
went ahead for good when Sean
Wightman hit a jump shot to
make it 15-14 with 10:28 left in
the first half. Miami (6-3, 2-1)
trailed 36-29 at the half.
The Broncos went on a 9-0
run early in the second half to
make it 46-31 with 12:10 left to
play. Western had two 7-0 runs
late in the game, helped by
strong free-throw shooting
from Brooks, who was 5-5 from
the line.

MAC STANDINGS
Men's Hoops
1. Miam(2-!.6-2)
Ohio (2-1.5-6)
Bowling Green (2-1,5-6)
Ball Stale (2-1.11-4)
Akron (2-1,7-4)
Western Michigan (2-1.5-6)
7. Central Michigan (1-2.4-6)
Toledo (1-2, 3-8)
9. Kent (1-2.4-7)

10. Eastern Michigan (0-3. 5-9)
Wednesday's Results
Akron 62. Eastern Michigan 57 OT
Ball State 78. Ohio 64
Western Michigan 69, Miami 52
Kent 75. Central Michigan 74
Bowling Green 69. Toledo 61
Women's Hoops
1. Bowling Green (3-0.8-3)
Western Michigan (3-0.7-4)
3. Toledo (2-1,7-4)
Miami (2-1,7-4)
Central Michigan (2-1. 7-4)
6. Kent (1-2, 7-4)
Ohio (1-2.4-7)
Akron (1-2,3-7)
9. Eastern Michigan (0-3.1-9)
Ball Stale (0-3, 0-9)
Wednesday's Results
Akron 65. Eastern Michigan 54
Ohio University 42. BaU Slate 31
Central Michigan 97. Kent 62
Western Michigan 61. Miami 58
Bowling Green 88. Toledo 77

MEN'S
HOOPS—
Continued from page one.
night, especially out of Archie."
But the zone defense
proved to be too much for the
Rockets and when sophomore
Matt Otto hit his three pointer
with 7:18 remaining to put the
Falcons up 52-50, there wasn't

were able to keep the Rockets
in check to end the half, 37-31.
"We came out in our press
and that really worked well,"
Kline-Ruminski said about
the first half. "We got ourselves up 10-0 and then what
we did was didn't score for a
while. And then when we did

"Wa came out in our press and that
really worked wen. We got ourselves
up 10-0 and then what we did was
didn't score for a while. And then
when we did score it was Re two or
three minutes after and nobody was
quite sura what we were in. It was a
lack of communication within the
team."
Shane Kline-Ruminski, sophomore
forward
much more UT had to say.
"I thought Archie Fuller
was tremendous," Larranaga
said. "For 10 minutes, he
scored all their points. We
couldn't stop him.
Sophomore Shane KlineRuminski led the Falcons
with 15 points and nine rebounds while Huger had 14
points and four assists. Clutch
shots by Kline-Ruminski,
Huger and guard Vada Burnett kept the Falcons ahead
late in the game. From three
point range, BG was 6-of-17
(35 percent) and was 71 percent (15-of-21) from the charity stripe.
Even though it took the
Rockets almost three minutes
to score in the game giving
BG an early 10-3 lead, it
didn't take long for UT to adjust and pull within one,
20-19, with 10:27 left In the
first half. But the Falcons

score it was like two or three
minutes after and nobody was
quite sure what [defense] we
were in. It was a lack of
communication within the
team."
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Bowling Green (69)
fg ft rb
min m-a m-a o-t a pftp
Ouo
13 1-2 0-0 00 2 0 3
Miller
22 4-7 1-2 3-8 0 5 9
K-Rummski 33 6-12 3-7 4-9 3 2 15
Huger
37 5-13 2-2 0-1 4 0 14
Lynch
20 2-4 0-0 2-6 0 2 5
Komives
23 0-5 2-2 0-0 0 2 2
Finney
14 0-0 04 0-0 0 1 0
Knopper
14 1-1 2-2 2-5 0 14
Burnett
27 4-9 3-4 0-2 12 13
Censier
7 1-2 2-2 1-2 0 0 4
TOTALS 200 24-55 15-21 13-391015 69
Toledo (61)
Thames
Schirra
Sizemore
Brown
Fuller
Heck
Herman

2-9 0O
4-13 3-6
3-7 1-1
3-1 0-0
I0-170O
0-0 00
0-0 00
Righuiowar
1-4 5-6
TOTALS 20023-58 9-13

1-7
5-11
1-2
0-0
0-3
0-0
0-1
2-4
11-31

5
0
2
3
1
1
0
2
14

4 4
5 11
2 7
2 8
1 24
I 0
1 0
2 7
18 61
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Who are those Cowboys? Pro-Bowler Holt
ready for Dallas
nell, a fifth-year free agent who played in
three games earlier this season for the Minnesota Vikings. He was plugged into the Dallas offense only a week before Sunday's NFC
divisional game, yet was on the receiving
end of a short touchdown pass from Troy
Aikman.
Offensive coordinator Norv Turner surprised both Aikman and Tennell by calling
the play.
"We had it in the game plan, but I didn't
think we'd call it," Aikman said.
"They put in the play on the goal line
where Troy fakes to Emmitt, but I really
didn't think they would use it," Tennell said.

The Associated Press

IRVING, Texas - Dallas Cowboys coach
Jimmy Johnson prides himself on knowing
the whereabouts of free agents who might
produce for the NFL team In an emergency.
Tight end Derek Tennell and running back
Derrick Gainer are two prime examples of
how Johnson's talent network pays off as
both scored touchdowns in the Cowboys'
34-10 NFC playoff victory over the Philadelphia Eagles.
A season-ending knee injury to Alfredo
Roberts prompted the Cowboys to sign Ten-

"I was really surprised. Then I was so wide
open, I was worried about dropping the
ball."
It was Tennell's first touchdown since
1989, when he scored for the Cleveland
Browns.
Gainer has been with the Cowboys since
Oct. 15 after being released by the Los Angeles Raiders. Gainer, who played at Florida
A&M, scored a touchdown and gained 29
yards on nine carries in relief of Emmitt
Smith on Sunday.
"It felt great getting into action, but I
knew one thing: I better not fumble," Gainer
said.

Knee to decide Kelly's start
The Associated Press

the four-time Pro Bowl quarterback said his leg felt "pretty
good."
"As practice wore on, I started getting more comfortable
with it," Kelly said. "Hopefully, I won't be re-injured between now and Sunday. As of
today, I took the majority of
snaps and my leg felt pretty
good."
Kelly's backup, Frank Reich,
led the Bills to a record-setting,
come-from-behind 41-38 victory against the Oilers in the
opening playoff game and to a
24-3 victory over the Pittsburgh Steelers last weekend.

ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. ~
- Jim Kelly will start for the
Buffalo Bills in Sunday's AFC
Championship against the
Miami Dolphins, assuming his
knee shows no ill effects from
Wednesday's practice.
"We'll see how he comes in
tomorrow," coach Marv Levy
said. "If there aren't any aftereffects of today's practice and
he's OK he's our guy."
Kelly sprained his right knee
in Buffalo's regular season
finale against the Houston
Oilers and has missed the Bills'
first two playoff games.
Wednesday was Kelly's first
practice since the injury and

"It's a decision I knew going
in," Reich said. "When Jim got
hurt, what I was thinking in my

mind was, 'Just keep this going
until Jim can get back again.'
I'm extremely happy and
proud of the fact that the team
has been able to do that without
him."
"I've said from the day he
was injured what our procedure would be. I haven't
wavered from it," Levy said.
"If he has medical clearance,
which he has, and he looks OK,
which he does, and he feels OK,
which f have no indication that
he doesn't, he's going to start."
Kelly, who finished the
season as the AFC's fourthrated passer, said he's experimenting with a number of knee
braces.
"I felt much more comfortable in the lateral brace," he

said. "We're going to see if we
can get another (kind of brace),
maybe a little bit bigger to see
if it won't hinder me as much
as far as the pain."
"Any time you get a injury,
you're a little leery about moving certain ways," Kelly said.
"But as practice wore on, it
started feeling more comfortable. By the end of practice, I
was almost doing things and
not even thinking about it."
He said he wasn't sure he
was 100 percent healthy, "but
look at any player in this game
who plays 16 games and four
exhibition games. ... I don't
know if there's a player in the
NFL who's been starting that is
100 percent."

Cincinnati signs Dibble, Sabo
Sabo and Dibble had been eligible for salary arbitration. Their
signings leave four Reds eligible
for arbitration: starting pitcher
Tim Belcher, first baseman Hal
Morris, catcher Joe Oliver and
infielder-outfielder Bip Roberts.
The Reds also said they sold
the contract of second baseman
Bill Doran to the Milwaukee

The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - The Cincinnati
Reds said Wednesday they
signed third baseman Chris Sabo
to a $3.1 million contract and relief pitcher Rob Dibble to a $2.5
million contract, both for the
1993 season.

Doran, a career .267 hitter, batBrewers for an undisclosed
amount of cash. Doran, 34, had ted .235 last year with eight
become expendable with the homers and 35 RBIs in 132
emergence of Roberts, who made games. He has played 11 bigleague seasons with Houston and
the All-Star team last season.
Doran had requested a trade Cincinnati. The Reds acquired
through his agent, Jim Turner, him in August 1990 and he batted
and the Reds accommodated him, .373 in 17 games down the stretch
general manager Jim Bowden to help Cincinnati to its 1990
world championship.
said.
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WELCOME
BACK BGSU
STUDENTS!

SBLUE RIBBON PHOTO a
WE ARE
Bowling Green's Only Full-Line

PHOTO STORE
FEATURING:
• 1 Hour Film Processing •
• Cameras • Film • Lenses •
Batteries «

You'll Look^
([ Famous Hair])
^♦^Coloration
during your Perm

Z 0 T 0 S.
PROFESSIONAL
PRODUCTS

FOODTOWN PLUS PLAZA 352-1989
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY - JUST WALK IN
OPEN Mon. - Fri. 9-8; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 10-3

% Discount on all
darkroom supplies
For Students Currently Enrolled In Photo Class
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The Associated Press
DALLAS - In a surprise move,
NCAA executive director Dick
Schultz told the group's convention Wednesday to consider a Division I-A football playoff as a
source of much-needed new revenue.
Whether Schultz's suggestion
brings a playoff closer to reality
remained a point of debate
among convention delegates. Raising the issue in his annual stateof-the-association address was
certain to renew debate.
"I realize many of you are opposed to a full-blown playoff
system," Schultz told delegates.
"It would be possible to develop a
single championship game after
the New Year's bowls, and provide substantial revenue.
"I want to make It very clear
that I'm not pushing or advocating a playoff. But as we look
ahead to challenging times, we
need to be thinking about it and
talking about it, so that when the
future comes and we need to
move in this direction, we're going to be prepared to do it."
Later during a news conference, Schultz emphasized that his
raising the subject doesn't signal
the beginning of a playoff
system, something most coaches
have opposed and most football
fans would welcome.
Schultz noted that NCAA
members have ignored his suggestions in the past.
"I suggested a tenure plan for
coaches. I suggested we allow
athletes to test the waters of the
draft and come back," he said.

Longer Ho* ExttQi
■egurarty $34.00

ADULT
HAIR
CUT
~TG&7~
FMIDry
Raguiarir $*.oo

«W

BLUE RIBBON PHOTO*
157 N. Main St. 353-4244
(Across from Uptown)
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"I approach every game the
same. Making a tackle is as Important to me as getting pressure
on the quarterback, just because
every down is important to me. I
try to be as intense as possible on
every down."
Much has been made about the
marquee matchup pitting San
Francisco's top-ranked offense
against Dallas' top-ranked defense. But the game could very
well be decided by how well San
Francisco's defense deals with
the Cowboys, who in many respects are similar to the 49ers in
their offensive capabilities.
"Stopping Emmitt Smith and
getting pressure on Troy Aikman
are the keys, and that's going to
be a challenge," Holt said.

"The membership is going to do
what they want to do. Part of my
responsibility is to stimulate
their thinking."
Schultz said he felt a one-game
playoff would be worth $50 million to $60 million and he would
want it distributed among the entire NCAA membership, similar
to the way revenue is distributed
from the popular men's basketball tournament.
"This is just like a lot of other
things I do," he said. "I need to
put things out there to stimulate
their thinking. They just need to
be thinking about it. We're a long
ways away from one right now, I
guarantee you that, whether it's a
single game or what."
Coaches and administrators
have generally opposed a
playoff, saying it would Increase
pressure on everyone involved
and extend an already long
season. Playoff plans have been
proposed at previous NCAA conventions, but none gained widespread support.
A playoff would have to be approved by majority vote of the
106 I-A schools, the major football programs.
"A playoff is not at the top of
our priority list," said Chuck
Neinas, executive director of the
College Football Association. "Eventually, there may be one. But
it is not a top priority right now.
Media and fans are the groups
that are promoting a playoff, although I do get the sense that
coaches and athletic directors
are changing."
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49ers linebacker Michael Walter
said. "You know a lot of times,
great players kind of do their
own thing. They have a lot of
leeway as far as being able to
slant. But Pierce plays within the
defense and still makes great
plays."
Holt helped the 49ers reach the
title game against Dallas with a
three-sack effort during last
week's 20-13 victory over Washington in a divisional playoff.
Two of the sacks came during the
Redskins' final series.
"I did come up with three sacks
in that game, but there's probably games I've played better in
throughout the year," Holt said
"But people are so into the sacks
that they probably wouldn't be
able to realize that unless they
watched the game film.

College football
may have playoffs

Now Available Black and White
Rush Service (3 Hour Turn Around)

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-

ItoguKxty $37.00

SANTA CLARA, Calif. - Pierce
Holt grew up rooting for the Dallas Cowboys.
In Sunday's NFC championship
game, he'll be digging in against
them as the anchor of the San
Francisco 49ers defensive line.
"I was a big Cowboys fan. Now,
they're just another football
team we have to play," said Holt,
a native of Marl in, Texas.
But he admits one Cowboys
player still remains special to
him: Randy White, a standout defensive tackle for Dallas who retired four years ago after a
12-year career.
"The guy was my idol. Shoot, I
watched just about every down
he ever played," Holt said.
Holt modeled himself after
White's determined brand of
play, and he has emerged as a defensive force for San Francisco.
"He's one of the best defensive
linemen in football right now,"
San Francisco coach George
Seifert said, likening Holt's
twisting, relentless drives in the
trenches to the twirling "Tasmanian Devil" cartoon character.
Holt, named to the Pro Bowl
for the first time in his five-year
career, had SS tackles and 5
sacks this season, and his push up
the middle also created opportunities for San Francisco's outside pass rusher, Tim Harris,
who had 17 sacks.
"Pierce has been the best
player on this defense by far,"

I

Precmon Cut Extra
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Choose from choice apartment* within walking distance to
campus Summer 1993 and 1993-94 echool year.

3

1 or 2 bedroom, furnlnehed or unfurnished, gas heat and
water Included, air conditioning

3
n
□

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380
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Bowl game not Super Owners: Jackson talk
'sensitive,' 'arousing'

Think about it. For all the
confusion those Roman numerals are supposed to create.
Super Bowl XXVII is still some
three weeks away and everybody already knows the beginning, middle and even the end.
Kickoff.
Halftlme show.
NFC celebration.
That, at least, has been pretty much the scenario for each
of the last eight Super Bowls,
and 10 of the last 11. And it will
be repeated Jan. 31, when the
National Football Conference
representative will run away
from its American Football
Conference counterpart by a
score approximating 37-16 (or
XXXVII-XVI). One other
thing: The game will be a
snooze.
The Super Bowl has become
so predictable that even the
British bookies, whose NFL
handle is about the same as test
cricket in Vegas, got the line
right on the first try. They
pegged NFC entries San Francisco at 6-5 and Dallas at 2-1;
AFC entries Miami and Buffalo
were both at 5-1.
It shouldn't be that easy. The
conferences draw talent from
the same labor and management pools, they play by the
same rules, they even share
most of the same accountants.
And yet, the same side always
wins.

humiliation of Buffalo in last
year's Super Bowl, someone
asked the Redskin Ron Middleton the NFC-AFC question.
"I ought to know a little bit
about it because I played in
both," he began. "But I can't
put a finger on it."

So what gives?
Well, unless one of the
players on either side in this
year's "ultimate" game has the
"ultimate" answer, debate on
this issue could easily stretch
into the next century.
For a while, AFC people insisted that it was simply a "cyclical thing." But they've been
spinning so bad for so long that
it's almost impossible to find
anyone who can stand still long
enough to take the question.
The NFC version, meanwhile,
has been handed down from
locker room to locker room
with such nonchalance year
after year that you cant tell
for sure whether the players
who mouth it genuinely believe
it.
Here it is anyway: bigger, as
in team sizes; better, as in the
caliber of defenses; and battletested, by the competition they
play regularly. And there
might be something to It

The fact was, Middleton's
6-foot-2,270-pound frame, with
most of a season's worth of
bruises intact, spoke volumes
about the difference. When
someone pointed that out, he
added helpfully, "Maybe that's
it. I mean, you can't teach
size."
Middleton went on to recall
how he'd get pounded every so
often while playing for Cleveland in the AFC, but how often
he got pounded after he
changed conferences. When he
winced at the memories, you
could sense he wasn't thinking
about the Bills he had just
steamrolled; he was thinking
about the Eagles and Giants
and Cowboys who had done the
same to him countless times
over in the preceding weeks.

Heading into last weekend,
the four remaining NFC teams
included the winners of four of
the last five Super Bowls. And
it was hardly coincidence that
three of them called the NFC
East home, where the big and
bad meet to sort things out
nearly every week of the
season. It makes for ornery
survivors.
Moments after Washington's

"If you're not big in our
league," Middleton said finally,
"you have a tough time just defending yourself."
Expect the AFC's sacrificial
lamb to learn that fact the hard
way again this time around.

Michael Jordan named
Male Player of the Year
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - After conquering the NBA, Michael Jordan
helped conquer the world in 1992.
Basketball's biggest star had
his biggest year, leading the Chicago Bulls to their second
straight NBA championship,
winning his third MVP award and
then playing a supporting role as
the U.S. Olympic team won the
gold medal in Barcelona.
Now, Jordan can add another
honor to his 1992 trophy case Associated Press Male Athlete
of the Year.
Jordan Is only the fifth man to
win the award in consecutive
years, joining Joe Montana, Carl
Lewis, Byron Nelson and Don
Budge.
"It's nice that it's not just a
basketball award," Jordan said.
"I can cherish it a little more because it's voted on by people who
don't necessarily watch basketball that much."
Although basketball is the
world's fastest growing sport, it
hasn't always been this prominent. Jordan and Larry Bird, the
AP's top male athlete in 1986, are
the only basketball players to win
the award since it began In 1931.
Jordan won by a comfortable
margin over a field that included
Lewis, Mario Lemieux, Magic
Johnson, Shaqullle O'Neal, Dennis Eckersley, Steve Young,
Christian Laettner and Barry
Bonds.
Jordan received 264 points and
37 first-place votes. He was followed by Lemieux (177-18),
Johnson (95-14), Lewis (67-8),
O'Neal (60-7), Eckersley (59-4),

Young (58-9), Laettner (57-6) and
Bonds (50-6).
Nine times in 14 Olympic
years, the award has been won by
stars at the Winter or Summer
Games.
Other Olympic winners were
Jesse Owens in 1936, Bob Mathias in 1952, Rafer Johnson in
1960, Don Schollander in 1964,
Mark Spitz in 1972, Bruce Jenner
in 1976, the U.S. hockey team in
1980 and Carl Lewis in 1984.
"Jesse Owens had to overcome
a lot of social pressures to succeed at that time," Jordan said.
"We have pressure today, but a
different kind. It's amazing that
he could win an award like this in
that social climate. I would have
liked to have met him, see what
kind of person he was, what made

him tick."
Despite all his accomplishments, 1992 was a rocky year for
Jordan. Questions were raised
about his gambling on the golf
course, associations with disreputable figures and his decision
to limit marketing of his image to
products that he has endorsed.
"There were a lot of negatives
in 1992, so this will help me remember it in a positive way,"
Jordan said. "If the Bulls hadn't
won, it would have been a down
year, on balance. Just winning
the Olympics wouldn't have been
enough"
"I had more Olympic spirit in
1984 and I benefited individually
on the business side that year,"
he said.

New Year's Resolution #1:
MAKE A DIFFERENCE

GRAPEVINE, Texas - Baseball owners have heard what the
Rev. Jesse Jackson has to say.
Now they must decide what to do.
Jackson presented his 14-point
agenda at a major league meeting Tuesday, called on current
players to join his campaign for
the integration of front offices
and threatened boycotts if teams
don't develop affirmative action
plans.
"The problems Rev. Jackson
discussed will not be solved in
one night or season," Texas
Rangers owner George W. Bush
said. "But I think his purpose was
to make sure the consciousness
of the decision-makers was
aroused."
Milwaukee Brewers owner
Bud Selig, chairman of the ruling
executive council, called Jackson's speech reasoned and said
he and National League president
Bill White - who is black - will
formulate baseball's reply expeditiously.
"He made a constructive and
sensitive presentation this morning, and one that we will respond

committee are Jackie Autry of
California, Bill Bartholomay of
Atlanta, Paul Beeston of Toronto,
Douglas Danforth of Pittsburgh,
Fred Kuhlmann of St. Louis, Carl
Pohlad of Minnesota, Haywood
Sullivan of Boston and Fred Wilpon of the New York Mets.
- Beeston and Wilpon gave an
interim report from the committee restructuring the commissioner's job. Selig said he hoped
for a final report in 2-to-6 weeks.
~ John Harrington of the Red
Sox reported on surveys of fan
reception to the possibility of
"She has done grave injury to expanded playoffs. Selig said the
our society and to the game of matter wouldn't be addressed in
baseball," Jackson said at a news depth until at least March
conference. "She must be reJackson said his exchange with
moved or suspended from baseball, at the least, for a period of Schott wasn't too significant and
time. She must be fined and she that his concern was a broader
effort to increase minority hiring
must be rehabilitated."
of all professional sports teams,
In other business:
- The teams unanimously ap- colleges and sports media Schott
proved the sale of the San Fran- is to answer the allegations in a
cisco Giants from Bob Lurie to a Jan. 22 meeting with the ruling
group headed by Safeway Inc. executive council.
chairman Peter Magowan.
"To keep focus on her and to
- The executive council appointed an eight-person search martyr her would be to take away
committee for a commissioner to focus from the real problem in
replace Fay Vincent, who quit athletics," Jackson said. "We're
under pressure Sept. 7. On the moving on beyond that."
(to) with the dignity it deserves,"
Selig said, declining to give specifics.
Jackson, accompanied by a
delegation that included the Rev.
Al Sharpton, spoke to owners for
about 45 minutes. Jackson had a
short conversation with Cincinnati Reds owner Marge Schott,
who made a surprise appearance
at the meeting but didn't speak
during it, according to Selig. Alleged racial remarks attributed
to Schott renewed debate last fall
about baseball's hiring practices.

Mavericks fire Adubato
The Associated Press
DALLAS - The Dallas Mavericks, with the worst
record in the NBA and on a 12-game losing streak,
fired coach Richie Adubato today.
Assistant coach Gar Heard will run the team on
an interim basis.
"With the direction we chose to go becoming
the youngest most inexperienced team in the
league, we knew it would be a difficult season,"
said Rick Sund, vice president of operations, who
went to Detroit late Tuesday and gave Adubato of
the news this morning.
The Mavericks have won only two of their 29
games this season.

Some of the woes have been traced to the Mavs
inability to sign first-round draft choice Jim Jackson.
At the end of December, Jackson turned down a
six-year contract, once considered the key
stumbling block that led to a stalemate in negotiations.
Jackson also told reporters that he would never
play for the Mavericks, even if it meant sitting out
the year and re-entering the draft.
Adubato, 55, leaves Dallas with a 94-170 record
as coach. His career NBA coaching record, including stint with the 1979-80 Detroit Pistons, is
106-228. He was eighth among NBA head coaches
in service to their current clubs.
Heard, 44, is in his sixth season as a Mavericks
assistant coach

WORK SMARTER.
NOT HARDER
We're working smarter,
too. So you don't haw
to work harder,
for us, it means an ongoing
relationship with educators and
professors, striving to understand

And there arc others. Like the
Tl-68, an advanced scientific that
solves up to five simultaneous equations, performs complex numbers
and offers formula programming.

You can make a difference at

ILink

Caring volunteers are needed to assist
people experiencing a crisis. Volunteers
are needed for
The 24 Hour Crisis Hotline

&
The Victims Advocacy Program.
No experience necessary-training provided
Call or slop in for more information

INSTRUMENTS

Applications for Winter Training Classes accepted
uniil January 20
The TI-36X SOLAR, a general
purpose workhorse powered by
ANYLrTE"1 solar cells so you
ne\"er need batteries.

NEWLP
Close to campus
Large two bedroom apartments
Furnished and unfurnished
Laundry facility in building
Free heat, water, and sewer
9 and 12 month leases available

Rentals

352-5620
:J2!!S. Main

Our Only
Office
< !h«'rk "illi our |»ti -. ni

The BA H PLUS!" For business
students, this is the one to get. It
handles time-value-of-money and
offers cash flow analysis for internal
rate of return (IRR) and net present
value (NPV). Plus a whole lot more.
No matter what your major, no
matter what the course, there's a
TI scientific or business calculator
that's right for you. Do the smart
thing: make one of them a part
your professional personality
now, and for the years to come.
Youll be on your way to working
smarter. Instead of harder.
Try the ennre line of TI scientific
and business calculators at your
local TI retailer.

^r TfeXAS

352-5387
315 Thurslin, Bowling Green

309 HIGH
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Associated Press

what's needed to help them make
math concepts come alive.
It means continually working
with students like you, discovering
firsthand what you expect from the
calculator you select.
The result.* Calculators that
are highly recommended by your
teachers and peers. Calculators that
are perfectly matched to your major
and your coursework.
The T\-8\ is a perfect example.
It offers the most comprehensive,
easy-to-use graphing features available with extensive programming
capabilities.

Classifieds
The BG News
CANCUN CANCUN CANCUN
FOR THE ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK
FROM S489, CALL HEATHER
352-7291.

CAMPUS EVENTS

SPRING BREAK'99
Party with the Best
S. Padre Island from S99
Cancun Mexico from U2t
Bahamas/Cruise from S269
Join over 1 million parsers*
Call Student Express Vacations
1-800-TOURUSA

•MM'

Meeting dales and localont.
Jan. i»,9pm. H5Ed.Bldg
•Feo.4.TBA
Match2.9pm.iiSEd.Bldg
March 18.9pm. 115 Ed Bldg (Electoral
Match 31. 9pm. 300 Moaeiy
April 20.9pm. 115 Ed Bldg
"Note The date change.

Chris.
I know you're stressing about your class load
this semester, and I figured you'll make a
bunch or Now Year's reaolutons for selfimprovement. The Roc Center's 'IE Club 8"
program can help1 weekly meetings with
trained graduate students on such issues as
stress and time management, fitness, nutnrjon.
goal setting and other weiiness topics can help
you have a great semester i Call or stop by Vie
Rec Center office (2-2711) for more information or to sign up. The program begins January
25.6 weeks before Spring Break.
Your friend.
Lee

Attention Elementary Education Ma]oral
OSEA sponsors a MAKE-IT and TAKE-IT
workshop presented by Carson Deliosa Over
1.000 ideas can be adapted into your cumculum.
Dale Feb 13.1993 -Fee:»10
Time°-3p.m
Hegtstrarjon forms will be available soon. A
volunteer meeting is on Jan. 14, 8:00 pm on
the 2nd floor ol the Ed. Bldg. Volunteer to help
make this workshop a success

UNIVERSITY RED CROSS MEETING
FOR FEBRUARY BLOOOMOBILE
THURS. JAN. 21 IN BA 112 ■ 7.30PM
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND!

WANTED
1 roommate needed immediately. Own room.
$ 180V mo. Downtown 4 Corners.
Cai l Annette or Becky at 352-4536.

SERVICES OFFERED

PERSONALS

HOUSEMATE WANTED
Own room, large house, J170/mo. & dep. A
i/2of mimes. Call Gary 353-0662.
Needed - 2 or 3 female roommates for 4 bdrm
house. May to May ease Call 353-6935.
NEEDED ASAP 1 Female Roommate,
Non-smoker to share 1 bdrm.. furnished apt.
$150 plus utilities. Stephanie 353-3324
One female subieaser for Frazee Apts.
2 bdrm72 bath. $i50<mo. & share of utll.
Call 353-3510.

Are you a woman who would be interested in
meeting an honest, intelligent, trim, fit, and
(airly attractive male grad. student? Let's talk to
see it we have mutual interests. 352-4614,
Mike.

Subieaser needed immediately until May. The
sooner you call the cheaper the rent. Share
apt w/3 girls. Large room avail. 353-4619.
Subieaser needed. House with 2 acres.
352-2414

Joe Stetfen waa among the beet and the
brightest at the US Naval Academy. Then he
was forced to resign. Hear about a gay
American's fight for the right to serve his
country. Hear why he is "Honor Bound"
from UAO, Feb 2.

HELP WANTED

Junior Journalism Majors!
Miscellany Magazine needs interns for Spring
'931 Call Nicole Nuhn at 352-9658 before Spm,
Jan. 12. for more details.

$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREEInformanon-24 Hour Hotline.
801-379-2900. Copyright IOH029450

Before things get busy with classes,
enjoy karaoke and mock tails FREE!
Campus Expressionsbnngs
Karaoke back by popular demand.
Jan. 14th m the Bowl 'n Greenery.

KARAOKE! CAMPUS EXPRESSIONS
Thursday, January 14,1993

•"FREE DAYTONA SPRING BREAK—
Organize only 18 people and travel F REE I
Stay at the Howard Johnson's Beachfront from
only $1491 CALL NOW' Take A Break Vacations1-800-328-SAVE.

Bowl 'n Greenery
Nine o'clock until Midnight
Make a tape of you singing your favonte song
for only Si.00! Campus Expressions brings
you karaoke on January 14th. Come and join
us in the Bowl 'n Greenery from 9:00 until midnight'Admission is FREE.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
- fisheries. Earn $600*/week in canneries
or $4,000./month on Ashing boats.
Free transportation' Room & Board'
Over 8,000 openings. Male or Female.
For employment program call 1-208-545-4155
ext. A5S44.

NEED A SUMMER JOB77
Co-op Kick-Off re coming.
Friday, Jan. 29th, 4 30 pm
1007 BAA Bldg
For Fr. So, I Jr who are NEW
to Co-op DON'T MISS (Til
2-2451 for details.
NEED A SUMMER JOB??

Arthur Victor Painting. Inc. is looking for branch
managers for Summer "93. Experience helpful
but not necessary. Complete training and field
support. High income potential, 800-775-4745.
Attention Sales, Marketing and Communication majors. Growing Perrysburg software &
training organization needs part-time people
12-30 hrs. per week with excellent telephone
communication skills to assist our
sales/marketing dept Call 419-874-0800.

Order your DiBenedetto's Rush Party Subs
and Trays Now -18.00 A Foot.

We Deliver-352-4663

Attention Business Students and
Entrepreneurs. "TASP" International is
now hiring highly motivated students
k> Bll SUMMER MANAGEMENTposmons
Earn $7,000 - $8,000 while flaming
internship credit and business knowledge.
Positions are open across Ohio,
particularly in Flndlay,Toledo, Lima,
Canton. Mansfield, A all Cleveland suburbs.
Positions are filling quickly.
For more information call 1-800-543-3792,

Phi Gamma Delta
FLU
Two Good Names

Red—mabk
by 1/23/93

One Great Fraternity

i

FRIED

urn KI\ in whit

PhlGammaOelta

run

Includes an order ol SamB's potatoes

Be a part of the Friendship
that lasts a lifetime.
RushFUII

and oui homemade cole slaw.

Babysitter for infant. 6a.m. • 12 noon. Some
experience required. 352-1203

PI SIGMA EPSILON
Do you want real world experience, but
went to have fun too?
Sales 8 Marketing Fraternity

BOWLING GREEN MUNICIPAL COURT INTERNSHIP tor an upper class 8GSU student
as Judge's legal researcher and courtroom bailiff. No pay. but excellent experience tor person
interested in criminal justice or legal career.
Position to start immediately. Preferred hours:
8 00 a.m. - 12 noon on Wed.. Thur., Fri. or
1230 p.m. - 430 p.m. on Mon . Thur.. Fri. For
application form, can Mary Cowell at 352-5263.
830a m.io4:30p.m.

All Majors Welcome!

RuatiFljl
PHI GAMMA DELTA
Save BIG on Spring Break '93!
Jamaica/Cancun from S449-Flonda from St 39
Organize group travel FREEI
Call SUN SPLASH TOURS 1-800-426-7710

ANY

miiiiuinii

CRUISESHIP/RESORTS/ALASKAjobsi
$i?00$5000MOiSumme«iCa/eefi
Guide, Cassette. Newsservice1
(916) 922-2221 Ext. 2

SELF-DEFENSE PRODUCTS: Capsicum 8
maces, stun guns, personal alarms. FREE
CATALOG. VAMCO, Box 3179. Columbus,
OH 43210

eSpor* Ribs whole or half
•Qtkkm whole ot I
•Combination ribs, chicken

Earn $10 per hour in your spare time working
on campus. Contact Paul Evans at
614-538-7665.

SIGN UP NOW FOR
MIXOLOGY!
Cost is only SIS for 21 and over $5 for under
21. Sign ups are going fast so hurry to the UAO
off ico, 330 Union.

Includes on order ol Smoked Bated
tears and our homemade Cole Slow

EASY ASSEMBLY any hours. J339 84 week,
family of 3 earns $4417.92 monthly.
FREEInlorma.llon-24 Hour Hotline.
801 379 2900 Copyright HOH029452.

Earn 6-8K next summer in a mgmt. position.
Self-motivated, sell-starters should inquire.
Contact Paul Evans (614) 538-7665.

Redeemable by 1/23/93

SPRING BREAK 03, EARN FREE TRIPS *
CASH!
CAMPUS REPS WANTED TO PROMOTE
THE »'
SPRING BREAK DESTINATIONS DAYTONA BEACH AND PANAMA CITY BEST ORGANIZED, BEST PRICE
ON CAMPUS CALL 1-800-6«7-tt7».

US Tracers is currently seeking motivated students in the Bowling Green area for FT and PT
independent work. (800) 886 6919

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY!
Taking Snap Shots
SendSASEto:
Randy Lyman. P.O. Bos 811
Tiffin. OH 44883

Want Some Experience To Go With Thoea
Booke?Vo unteers needed at The Link on the
Crisis Hotxne or the Victims Advocacy Program Cai 352-5387 Application deadline Jan.
20.

Evening office cleaning
10-12 hours per week.
Call 352-5335.

FOR SALE

EXCITING OPPORTUNrTY. Work independ
enfly. full or part-time. Unlimited income potential High tech, high demar- products. Free details. Skyftawk Enterprises F514. 629
Ramblewood Dr.. Clayton. NC 27520.

Amslrad PC/WP IBM compatible with printer
and much software. Bargain at $250.
288-3646

HAVE A SPECIAL SKILL?
WORK WELL WrTH CHILDREN?
CONSIDER SUMMER CAMPi
SUPERVISORS. COUNSELORS. R N.S
WATERFRONT STAFF, (WSI. ALS. BOAT
ING)
SPORTS. MOUNTAIN BIKING. ARCHERY,
DRAMA.
CAMPCRAFTS, DANCE. TENNIS AND
ARTS « CRAFTS SPECIALIST.
CALL OR WRITE FOR APPLICATION
JOELSTAVSKY
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF CLEVELAND
CAMP WISE
28001 SOUTH WOODLAND ROAD
BEACHWOOD, OHIO 44122
(216)8310700.EXT.3t2

CHEAPI FBI/US. SEIZED
ei MERCEDES
$200
86 VW
$50
87MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
$50
Choose from thousands starting $50
FREE lnformaoon-24 Hour Hotline
801-379-2929 Copyright (OH029410

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! Female subieaser
New apartment complex. Cheap rent.
Call 1-877-0238.

Roommate needed immediately to share 1
bdrm furnished apt. Close to campus.
S>60vmo plus utilities Ca'l Timat353-64i2

Jane and Mark,
I am so glad you two are finally meeting! Haa a
great Dme at Campus Expressions tonight.
Sing a few songs for me. Maybe I'll take you up
on your offer 8 join you there later.
Mandy.

"" Princess"'
Did You Take Your Bitter Pill Today?
*" Princess "'

■

Female subieaser needed for large furnished
apt Will share apt. w/one easy-going female.
$175/mo. . elec.352-1378. leave message

INTRAMURAL TEAM HANDBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: APPLY IN 108 REC CENTER
(FALL SEMESTER) OR 130 FIELDHOUSE
(SPRING SEMESTER) MUST ATTEND
ORIENTATION NIGHT IN THE FIELDHOUSE
TURF ROOM ON JANUARY 18. 1993 FROM
7 9 00PM TOLEARNTHEGAME

Pregnant? Need support?
We can help. FREE and confidential services.
Pregnancy tests, counseling and support
groups. BG Pregnancy Center 354 4673

Are you tired of the cokj BG weather?
Then think about fun in the sun with
UAO in PANAMACITY BEACH!
Sign ups going on now in the UAO Office, 330
Jnion. $100 deposit requ.red upon sign up.

Female roommate needed IMMEDIATELY to
share an apartment close to campus. Call
353-3823.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S INDEPENDENT ICE HOCKEY - JAN. 14; COED 8
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - JAN. 19: MEN'S
BASKETBALL - JAN 20; MEN'S 8 WOMEN'S
TEAM HANDBALL - JAN 21; MEN'S 8 WOMEN'S ULTIMATE FRISBEE - JAN. 21; MEN'S
BOWLING - JAN 28. ALL ENTRES DUE BY
4:00 P.M. ON DUE DATE IN 130 FIELDHOUSE.

Want lees stress, better grades, Improved
relationship*"* Free Transcendental Meditation (TM) lecture Tuesday January 19, 2
p.m. and 7 p.m. Wood County Public Library, tntormatlon: 868-8742 In Toledo.

Campua Expressions & Karaokel
The Bowl *n Greenery.
9.00 PM unoi MKlrxght
Thursday. January 14,1993
IT'S FREE!

THIS WEEKEND'S MIDNIGHT FILM fS THE
ANIMATED CLASSIC, FRTTZ THE CAT. IT
WILL BE SHOWN IN 210 MSC. ADMISSION
IS $1.50. SPONSORED BY UAO.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: MANDATORY CLINIC - JANUARY
20. 1993 - / 10 00 P.M. IN FIELDHOUSE
IM/SPORT CLUB CONFERENCE ROOM.
APPLY IN 108 REC CENTER (FALL SEMESTER) OR 130 FIELDHOUSE (SPRING SEMESTER)

CITY EVENTS

CAMPUS EXPRESSIONS'
Thia Thursday. Check it out.

The original Pretty Woman
MY FAIR LADY
Tonight at 8'00 p.m.
Special 35mm widescreen showing in
The Grsh Film Theater

FREEI FREE!
Am You Looney ?! Are You Free?!
So Are We - Fit., 1/15 4 Sat., 1/18
8pm«.10pmln2IOMSC.
UAO'e LOONEY TUNES FESTIVAL
FREE!

Gamelest-Open to all. Jan. 22. 5pm-2am. 2nd
Floor Educ. Bldg Sponsored by BG Gaming
Society. To register a game, call Tony at
353O470.

Eam money & obtain work exp. in
Communications. Public Relations.
Marketing/Sales. Apply now tor
8GSU Spring TelelunrJ. Applications
available from 8am lo Spm at
Mileo Alumni Center
Questions: Call Pam a<372-7696
TelelunrJ dales: Feb. 8 - April 8rh

Support Group, ft you've released your baby
for adoption, or are considering doing so and
need some support, join us Wed. nights at
7p.m. Call 354-4673 lc location.

Female subteaser needed now One block
from campus, rent negotjabiel Great house A
great housemates. 354-5285.

January 14,1933

IBM Compatible, 512k with monitor, printer,
software and stand. $375. Sun-Thurs
354-4003
Tl BA-35 Financial Calculator. Used i semester. Great lor Accounting or Finance classes. $15 Call Jen-352 7628.

84 Jeep Wagoneer 4WD. air, AMTM cass
pb.pt. Very clean and runs great! $3695
686-5105

FOR RENT

Part-time cook, dishwasher, needed for day
shift. Bowling Green Country Club. Apply in
person.
SPECIAL RECRUITING
FOR
" SECRETARIES WITH PC SKILS "
MAKE THE RIGHT MOVE
AND COME TO KELLY I
Be a KELLY temporary employee! If you are an
experienced secretary with word processing
skills, we need you for temporary Jobs in tie
BG area. Competitive pay & benefits available.
Please attend our RECRUITING SESSION on
Fn. Jan. 15 at Kaufman's in the HoUey Lodge,
in tie Caucus Room. 1628E. Wooster St. anytime between 9am - 3pm or call
1-800-728-5128 for more information. A KELLY job is ideal for you - find out why on Jan
15.
KELLY TEMPORARY SERVICES

Spring Semester I
Reduced Rates. 2 blocks away
Pool, Club House, Very Nice
Village Green Apartments
480 Lehman Ave
354-3533

Reproductive Health Care
for Women
Abortion to 17 Weeks

All Services Smelly Confidential

5164 Monroe St.,
Toledo, Ohio
1-800-367-2036
885-5700

Etfiency. hard wood floors.
$235/month.
Can Sherry at 353-0375
Furnished etfiency. Heat furnished.
E.Evers 689-3036.
Houses A apts. for 93-94 schooiyear.
12 mo. leases only starting in May.
Steve Smith. 352-8917.

Houses A Apartments. Close to campus.
For summer 1993 & 1993-94 school year.
Call 1-287-3341.
Imagine you and 5 friends in 1 house.
11/2 bdrm. kitchen, bath. LR up. 2 bdrm. bath,
kitchen. LR down 354-7257, leave message
John Newlove Real Estate
319 E. Wooster St.
(across Irom Taco Bell)
Summer S Fall Rentals
Over 500 units with super locations.
Call 354-2260.
Large, furnished, one bedroom. Utilities, cable
included. $350/mo. 354-7257, leave mes»aa»
Modem fum. 2 bdrm. apt. Close to campus,
laundry facilities, air cond.. no pets. $350 per
mo., semester lease avail. 287-3233 or
287-4255 after 8pm.
SPRING SEMESTER'93
Subieasers needed pronto for E. Merry apt. Up
to 4 people can live there. $500/mo. For more
into contact John Cany at 318 E. Merry.
353-0325
Subieaser needed for Spring "93 Semester.
Large, furnished apartment. $137 50/monrn
Call Amy 353-0861.
Village Green Apartments
Mow leasing next semester. Also, summer A
tall 1993. Can or stop by to see our spacious
apts. between 10-4. 354-3533.

CINEMARK THEATRES
«1Mr,,,

CINEMA

Cancun

$424 I

• 7 rugim rmaart lodging
• Rotxtd mp a* arom OMVOM
■Rounatnp f*u-a"» ■ AM ftosr ta*fl • Free
0IVMS ■ ft** •emM hotiW

South
Padre Island

$99

• 5 r»gru rmott toOgng (7 n-gha *U*> **m>
■N*l ■ Rounortip moioimmch BieiilaiH
• Imr *nj*»i*ng • ■>■># Matng • AM rmon
/*>•» ■ fm toacftesrr*3- ftr* 'CAM rxw

24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates

Cany Rentals 352-7365
Apts. 2,3.4 students
Houses 6.7.8.9 students
6 bdrm. apis • 6 students
Rental office located 318 E. Merry S3
All near campus.

Whole or hall house, 1/2 block from campus.
Porch. 3-7 people 130 Troup St. 352-6982.

SPRING BREAK

Toledo
Medical
Services, Inc.1

1 bedroom house and 1 bedroom apartment.
128 S. Summit for Summer 1993 and 93-94
school year '267 3341

Bahamas
Cruise

■ 5 n-ghft mtori .odgmg
• Rouna ftp 2 <Uf o*u<wr from n uK-WrDi• l usury BMmcMront tocaw-jn- Fr*t mttlt
tn f/ltj • AM fMOT tetaoa • few p*v*M
Join Ovar I Uf/fon SluOmntM on
Spring Brisk'93

1-800-TOUR-USA
(1 800 861 7872)

Monday thru Friday: shows
start at approximately 4 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday: Full Schedule
ALADOM • 0
Veer*, ol Ro**i Vrtiam.
:UM:lt. fell, Til. t:H

LEPRECHAUN -R
Wet—9. Dtwt.

A F*w Good V»n - R
Tom C-uHo JM* Nacre* en. A 0*m Uoatt
■ oo.roo. *4.

H5B Alon*?- PQ
Macaulsy Collun. Jos PMO, OATKOI St*
1:10,4:10,700. tap
r-OHEVERVOUNG-PG
kUIGibio" ft Javna* l»r CuM
1 HO, SCO, S JO. 7:10. 925 *
Co-iog in Janumry
VI5 Body of Evld«nc«
■« M.vV>nr>., S WiltorriDaJM
A)*0 Cotrana B January
l«2 Aspan Eittwm
w>th Paul Qfosi & Finola Huah.
i, wltl chdnqo Friday » NOPASSIS

WANTED!
BGSU's most qualified students as
Advertising Sales Representatives
for

Miscellany Magazine
and The Gavel
If you are a self-motivated, resultsoriented person, YOU have the
potential to gain valuable experience.

A^OJ-I

352-4048
1055 /2N. Main St.
1

Same Building as B.G. Truck Accessories

E.\ niiiua

JEW'YORK STYLE
Hot and spicy! Served with celery
sticks and blue cheese dressing.

tf»

LJ

1

I
I
I
I
I

I ■

'or.

T Free Can of Pop *
I

I

Free Can of Pop i

'"Ho aVSo'

352-4663
ALL DAY DELIVERY

with purchase or
Large Sub or
Pasta Platter

I
I'

with purchase of
Large Sub or
Pasta Platter

■

m

All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Student ID

CrUMMPf-fa-lL

$299 I

WOOD Ml

All majors encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications and job descriptions available at
214 West Hall.
DEADLINE: January 22, 5 p.m.

I

